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Wheat in Punjab province of Pakistan is grown during the Rabi (winter) season 

within a heterogeneous smallholder agricultural system subject to a range of pressures 

including water scarcity, climate change and variability, and management practices. 

Punjab is the breadbasket of Pakistan, representing over 70% of national wheat 

production.  Timely estimation of cultivated wheat area can serve to inform decision-

making in managing harvests with regard to markets and food security.  The current 

wheat area and yield reporting system, operated by the Punjab Crop Reporting 

Service (CRS) delivers crop forecasts several months after harvest.  The delayed 

production data cannot contribute to in-season decision support systems.  There is a 

need for an alternative cost-effective, efficient and timely approach on producing 

wheat area estimates, in ensuring food security for the millions of people in Pakistan.  

Landsat data, medium spatial and temporal resolutions, offer a data source for 

characterizing wheat in smallholder agriculture landscapes. This dissertation presents 



 
 

 

methods for operational mapping of wheat cultivate area using within growing season 

Landsat time-series data. In addition to maps of wheat cover in Punjab, probability-

based samples of in-situ reference data were allocated using the map as a stratifier.  A 

two-stage probability based cluster field sample was used to estimate area and assess 

map accuracies.  The before-harvest wheat area estimates from field-based sampling 

and Landsat map were found to be comparable to official post-harvest data produced 

by the CRS Punjab. This research concluded that Landsat medium resolution data has 

sufficient spatial and temporal coverage for successful wall-to-wall mapping of wheat 

in Punjab’s smallholder agricultural system.  

Freely available coarse and medium spatial resolution satellite data such as MODIS 

and Landsat perform well in characterizing industrial cropping systems; commercial 

high spatial resolution satellite data are often advocated as an alternative for 

characterizing fine-scale land tenure agricultural systems such as that found in 

Punjab. Commercial 5 m spatial resolution RapidEye data from the peak of the winter 

wheat growing season were used as sub-pixel training data in mapping wheat with the 

growing season free 30 m Landsat time series data from the 2014-15 growing season. 

The use of RapidEye to calibrate mapping algorithms did not produce significantly 

higher overall accuracies ( ± standard error) compared to traditional whole pixel 

training of Landsat-based 30 m data. Continuous wheat mapping yielded an overall 

accuracy of 88% (SE  = ±4%) in comparison to 87% (SE = ±4%) for categorical 

wheat mapping, leading to the finding that sub-pixel training data are not required for 

winter wheat mapping in Punjab. Given sufficient expertise in supervised 

classification model calibration, freely available Landsat data are sufficient for crop 



 
 

 

mapping in the fine-scale land tenure system of Punjab. For winter wheat mapping in 

Punjab and other similar landscapes, training data for supervised classification may 

be collected directly from Landsat images with probability based stratified random 

sampling as reference data without the need for high-resolution reference imagery. 

The research concluded by exploring the use of automated models in wheat area 

mapping and area estimation using growing season Landsat time-series data. The 

automated classification tree model resulted in wheat / not wheat maps with 

comparable accuracies compared to results achieved with traditional manual training. 

In estimating area, automated wheat maps from previous growing seasons can serve 

as a stratifier in the allocation of current season in-situ reference data, and current 

growing season maps can serve as an auxiliary variable in model-assisted area 

estimation procedures.  The research demonstrated operational implementation of 

robust automated mapping in generating timely, accurate, and precise wheat area 

estimates. Such information is a critical input to policy decisions, and can help to 

ensure appropriate post-harvest grain management to address situations arising from 

surpluses or shortages in crop production. 
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The chapter 2 presented here has been published as “Khan, A; Hansen, MC; Potapov, P.; Stehman, SV. 
Chattha, AA. (2016). Landsat-based wheat mapping in the heterogeneous cropping system of Punjab. 
International Journal of Remote Sensing, 37(6), 1391 – 1410”. 

Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1. Introduction 

1.1.1. Crop forecasting methods in Pakistan and policy needs 

Pakistan, like other developing countries, carries forward inherited systems from 

the colonial era. Agriculture is one example, with crop reporting methods inherited 

from British India (Akhtar 2012). The ‘List Frame’ as it is called, is a survey framework 

implemented to derive crop area and production forecasts at province level, which are 

used to serve national level reporting. As early as 1919, the Agriculture Board in India 

had recommended crop cutting experiments for yield estimation (Singh and Goyal 

2000), which according to Hubback (1946) were implemented in 1923 – 25 for rice 

yield estimation in Orissa for the first time through random samples of plots from 

randomly selected fields and villages. The “crop cuts” experiment of Hubback (1946) 

was yield estimation of wheat and gram in Bihar primarily to guide courts’ proceedings 

in rent lawsuits and to benefit public in stabilizing prices (Hubback 1946, Mahalanobis 

1945). Fermont and Benson (2011) have mentioned that in the 1940s statisticians in 

India developed crop yields estimation method “crop cuts” based on sampling of small 

subplots within cultivated fields.  Food and Agriculture Organization of the United 

Nations (FAO) recommended the “area list frame” method and many countries adopted 

it for crop yield estimation. Pakistan implements a similar method “list frame” for crop 

forecasting in the country.  

Pakistan is 8th in the world by production of wheat and Punjab province with its 

expanded irrigated and rain-fed cultivated plains has earned the title of “breadbasket’ 
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for the country. The Punjab province is meeting 70% of the staple food demand of the 

207 million people in Pakistan. With enormous population pressure on food resources, 

timely operational decisions are required, which need inputs of timely and accurate 

crop statistics. The country has semi-arid climate, where a climatic variability can result 

in significant impact on production of wheat, while placing the country as the 8th most 

affected among countries from climate change impacts. Climate change poses 

enormous risks for crops in general and wheat in particular. This climate vulnerability 

further signifies the need for a robust forecasting model for wheat, as the major staple 

food for more than 207 million people. 

Hanuschak (2010) mentioned that a crop forecast made as early in a growing 

season is correspondingly of higher economic value. Akhtar (2012) mentioned that pre-

harvest wheat area and production estimates decide post-harvest transportation, 

storage, export and import of a crop according to assessed surplus or shortage in a 

country. Conventional crop forecasts, particularly in developing countries such as 

Pakistan, derived from conventional ground based survey efforts are inconsistent in 

methods, capacity and application across regions and nations. With conventional 

survey methods reports are made typically months after harvest, even for the most 

important crops such as wheat. Delayed availability of crop statistics are not beneficial 

to policy and operational decision making (Doraiswamy et al. 2003). Successful 

response to and management of crisis situations emerging from shortage or surplus 

production, such as the wheat shortage in 2007 – 09 and post 2010 floods surplus 

production in Pakistan, can be mitigated provided that reliable and timely pre-harvest 

crop statistics are available. Verma et al. (2011) defines the conventional method as 
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resource intensive approach, which like its many conventional variants results in 

estimates months after the harvest has taken place in a given year. Akhtar (2012)  

pointed out that delay in results from an expensive ground based effort like ‘list frame’ 

is neither economical nor does it contribute to the food security of the 207 million 

people of Pakistan. 

There have been alternate methods to conventional in-situ methods, including 

modeling with edaphic and climatic parameters, and applying remote sensing or a 

combination of both (Atzberger 2013, Gallego 2004). Synoptic monitoring and 

modeling efforts offer the promise of consistent, automated approaches that are less 

costly than traditional methods. Scientists have conducted several studies to formulate 

models for wheat forecasting in Pakistan. Most of these studies were conducted in the 

1970s and 1980s when Pakistan faced shortages of wheat production and policy makers 

were concerned with food security, especially for staple foods. The most commonly 

used inputs in these models were rainfall, fertilizer, temperature, tractors and labor. For 

example, Azhar et al (1972, 1974) used rainfall during the November to January period, 

Qureshi (1974) used three variables to capture rainfall: rainfall from July to September, 

rainfall from October to December and ‘maximum effective’ rainfall from January to 

March. Chaudhary and Kemal (1974) found that deviation of rainfall from normal 

levels during the period from July to January was the most appropriate rainfall variable 

for wheat production in irrigated areas of Pakistan. This study, along with another study 

by Griffiths et al. (1999), concluded that the choice between actual rainfall and the 

deviations from normal rainfall was a matter for empirical investigation and the results 

were not robust. The empirical literature finds strong correlation of wheat production 
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with fertilizer use. In the absence of any direct measure of fertilizer use for the wheat 

crop at the aggregate level, the literature adopts alternative procedures such as the 

purchase of fertilizer during the sowing season for wheat or a fertilizer consumption 

based on the share of the wheat crop in total cropped area (see Azhar et al (1972, 1974); 

Mukhtar and Mukhtar (1988); Saleem (1989)). 

Remote sensing has evolved over time from low spatial resolution to high spatial 

resolution detail, and from low to high temporal resolutions. These advances provide 

opportunities to quickly and reliably derive agricultural statistics over large areas, 

thereby advancing decision support of governments. Application of remote sensing 

data in agriculture is particularly important to countries whose economies are reliant 

on agriculture, such as Pakistan. Policy and operational response in agricultural 

countries are subject to the availability of timely accurate crop statistics. The 

conventional methods, such as the ‘list frame’ in practice in Pakistan, provide inputs 

months after harvest, and do little beyond meeting an official reporting requirement. 

There have been applications of remote sensing in crop forecasting in Pakistan. 

Dempewolf et al. (2014) analyzed MODIS time series and related NDVI to historical 

wheat yields to forecast wheat production. The method resulted in forecasting yield 

before harvest using previous years historical yield data and NDVI relationship in a 

regression tree.  

Pakistan’s Upper Space and Atmospheric Research Commission (SUPARCO) 

with assistance from Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) 

has been employing 10 m Spot data to produce crop acreage estimates. This application 
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of remote sensing results in forecasts for cereal crops such as wheat, rice and corn at 

national level. This is a comprehensive effort with field based validation from area list 

frame. A combination of high-resolution data with area list frame makes the effort an 

expensive endeavor, which under national or provincial budgets or a budget without 

external assistance may not be an affordable option.  

The University of Maryland during 2010 – 2014 provided technical assistance to 

FAO in capacity building of the staff of Punjab and Sindh Crop Reporting Service 

Departments and SUPARCO in application of remote sensing and using Global Land 

and Agricultural Monitoring System (GLAM) to estimate crop area and yield. The 

project could not result in a sustainable effort and to translate into a fully national scale 

operational GLAM system for the country due to phasing out of the project.  

1.1.2. History of satellite data in mapping crop types 

Remote sensing applications in agriculture begun in the 1950’s with aerial 

photography (Gerald 1979, Macdonald 1984, Allen 1990, Nellis et al. 2009) and gained 

momentum with availability of remote sensing data from launch of satellites carrying 

earth observation sensors. The range of applications of remote sensing data, initially 

restricted to military and strategic use, expanded to sensing earth surface and resources 

with development of new sensors and space born platforms (Gerald 1979). According 

to (Craig and Atkinson 2013) earth observations with sensors onboard satellites took 

over the aerial photography, the initial form of remote sensing. According to 

MacDonald and Landgrebe (1967), USDA and NASA had assessed importance of 

remote sensing in 1960’s at the early stages of remote sensing development, when 
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NAS-NRC committee on “Aerial Survey Methods in Agriculture” was formed 

(Macdonald 1984).  The evolution of satellite imagery from print imagery to digital 

format has significantly advanced remote sensing applications, analysis and 

availability. MacDonald and Landgrebe (1967) reviewed early efforts of remote 

sensing applications with potential applications in the future for various disciplines 

including crop area estimation and yield forecasting. In 1971, under the corn blight 

watch experiment (CBWE) in 1971, NASA and USDA with other partners successfully 

applied remotely sensed data in monitoring corn blight in the corn producing seven 

states. This is considered the first successful application of remote sensing in 

agriculture (Macdonald 1984) Gallego et al. (2009) reflects on the evolution of methods 

over the past couple of decades in use of remotely sensed data for crop area and 

production estimation. According to them, remote sensing techniques from early days 

were considered to offer cost effective solutions (Gerald 1979)to data gathering, and 

timely provision of data inputs for decision making process The Naval Research Office 

and the National Academy of Sciences’ Committee on Geography jointly worked 

towards improvement in application of remote sensing to earth and biological 

resources. Their joint work resulted in “remote sensing of environment’ as a scientific 

field that progressed over time (Macdonald 1984). In 1972, wheat crop failure in Russia 

had enormous impact on markets across the globe. This event provided impetus to a 

wider range application of remote sensing in agriculture, and consequently hatching 

the LACIE project.  

The LACIE (Large Area Crop Inventory Experiment) and AgRISTARS 

(Agriculture and Resources Inventory Surveys Through Aerospace Remote Sensing) 
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programs, which began in 1974 and 1980, respectively, had the goal of improving crop 

monitoring via the use of remotely sensed data sets (Boatwright and Whitefield 1986). 

A more recent operational successor to these programs is the Crop Condition Data 

Retrieval and Evaluation (CADRE) system used by the USDA Foreign Agricultural 

Service (FAS) (Reynolds 2001), which focuses on the delivery of agro-meteorological 

data and incorporates earth observations in assessing crop development. The USDA 

National Agricultural and Statistics Service (NASS) operationally incorporates satellite 

data and derives products in reporting on crop type acreage through the production of 

earth observation-based, state-level Cropland Data Layer products (Hanuschak and 

Mueller 2002). The porting of such approaches, particularly to places where high 

latency in reporting is hampered by antiquated methods, represents a low cost 

opportunity to improving crop monitoring in countries such as Pakistan.  Rembold and 

Maselli (2006) and (Chang et al. 2007) used low resolution imagery in crop area 

estimation. Their procedure was tested in Tuscany, Italy using high-resolution Landsat 

TM and ETM+ imagery and CORINE land cover to create an accurate, masked 

mapping base. The low resolution updating imagery was AVHRR. The U.S 

Department of Agriculture (USDA), the National Aeronautics and Space 

Administration (NASA), the South Dakota State University (SDSU) and the University 

of Maryland (UMD) jointly developed the Global Agriculture Monitoring Project 

(GLAM) using coarse resolution MODIS (Moderate Resolution Imaging 

Spectroradiometer) on board the Earth Observing System (EOS) Terra satellite. The 

GLAM system aimed at meeting Decision Support System operational capability needs 

of the USDA Foreign Agricultural Service (FAS), and has been providing near real 
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time and reliable earth observation data to monitor crop conditions and forecast vital 

agricultural statistics. The information help monitoring crops condition and production 

at global scale, thus benefiting crop management policies and crop marketing dynamics 

(Becker-Reshef et al. 2010). The information also help in assessing drought conditions, 

and expected crop demands and market volatility.  

Providing historical background to importance of remote sensing application in 

agricultural statistics, MacDonald and Landgrebe (1967) summarized its future value 

for national and international policies, economic development, and food security of 

underdeveloped nations. Remote sensing is becoming popular in agriculture 

monitoring applications (Carfagna and Gallego 2005). Fermont and Benson (2011) 

mentioned spectral reflectance as a unique quality of green plants, and as features 

captured by sensors onboard satellites. The data captured in satellite images can be 

analyzed for addressing various properties of plants/crops, including crop condition 

and crop type (Fermont and Benson 2011). According to Mosiman (2003) multi-

spectral satellite images respond to reflectance in different parts of the electromagnetic 

spectrum from vegetation, which helps in characterizing different crop types and 

different crop conditions. Reflectance properties vary within and between species and 

therefore slight variation in reflectance is detected by sensors onboard a satellite. 

Markham and Barker (1985) suggested that these variations in reflectance enable 

scientists to differentiate between different crop types covers or between different 

health conditions of a crop. According to Carfagna and Gallego (2005) spectral 

response of a crop among pixels of the same crop with different climatic and edaphic 

conditions have higher variations than variability between different crops. GonzÁLez-
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Alonso and Cuevas (1993) , DeFries et al. (1995), Vuolo et al. (2013), and Dempewolf 

et al. (2014) attributed successfully identifying different crops covers due to 

phenological characteristics captured by high temporal resolution of satellite time-

series data. 

In 1970’s and 80’s USDA-NASS implemented the Large Area Crop Inventory 

Experiment (LACIE) and Agriculture and Resources Inventory Surveys through 

Aerospace Remote Sensing (AgRISTARS), to determine if crop acreage estimates 

could be derived using multispectral imagery and ground truth data (MacDonald et al. 

1975, MacDonald and Hall 1980, Bailey and Boryan 2010, Kleweno and Miller 1981).  

This popularity relies on consistent and free low and medium resolution data 

acquisition and advances in software development particularly open source modules, 

enhanced capability in image interpretation and analysis. Accordingly. MacDonald and 

Hall (1980) presented comprehensive details of the early crop area and production 

estimation effort, LACIE project, a joint venture of several U.S.A. governmental 

organizations. According to Erickson (1984) and Ustin (2004) LACIE helped develop 

methods for applying remote sensing in crop forecasting, while AgRISTARS 

programme of USDA, NASA and NOAA built upon the LACIE methods and extended 

these to other crops. Atzberger (2013) suggested that satellite remote sensing provides 

unbiased information over large areas, which can be used as evidence for decision 

making. The sharp rise in food prices in 2008 due to various causes including market 

dynamics, bad climatic conditions and climate change impacts increased the realization 

for and awareness of the importance of constant agricultural monitoring (Gallego et al. 

2010). The Landsat mission with medium spatial resolution aimed at providing timely 
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estimates of crop acreage with significantly smaller sampling errors than the coarse 

resolution based acreage estimates that were in practice (Allen 1990). The release of 

the Landsat archive for free access (Woodcock et al. 2008) enhanced the capabilities 

for consistent monitoring of land cover land use changes including agricultural crops 

areal and production estimation.  

According to Carfagna and Gallego (2005), the application of remote sensing 

in agriculture includes two overarching uses of remote sensing: 1) at the level of survey 

design and stratification and 2) in the estimation of area using remote sensing data as 

an auxiliary information source. The crop area estimate directly from remote sensing 

imagery, was not satisfactorily done as an effort of the Monitoring of Agriculture with 

Remote Sensing (MARS) project in 90’s, primarily due to complexity in the landscape 

of Europe  Gallegio (1999). The lower efficiency here could not be translated to 

operational use of the available remote sensing data. 

1.1.3. Open Landsat archive and new capabilities for mapping 

Revision of the military classification regulations regarding remote sensing in 1964 

opened remote sensing for civilian use (Macdonald 1984). Before this, it was a 

classified data for military use with minimal availability to unclassified research 

community. The Landsat series of sensors, including Landsat Multispectral Scanner 

(MSS Landsat 1 – 4), Landsat Thematic Mapper (Landsat 4 – 5 TM), Landsat Enhanced 

Thematic Mapper Plus (Landsat 7 ETM+) and Operational Land Imager (Landsat 8 

OLI) in combination with Thermal Infrared Sensor (TIRS), has been producing 

consistent multi-spectral temporal medium resolution data for over 40 years. Given 
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improved time-series collections in recent years, Landsat data offer the opportunity to 

operationally monitor crop condition, areal extent by type, growth stage and yield. The 

launch of the first Landsat satellite in 1972 represented a groundbreaking development 

in the application of remote sensing data in agricultural applications.  A primary 

motivation for the use of Landsat was to improve agricultural monitoring.   

Wulder et al. (2012) highlight the opportunities that exist with free-of-cost 

availability of Landsat archive since 2008 (Woodcock et al. 2008), which overcome 

the limitations from use of coarse resolution imagery such as AVHRR in land cover 

classification and crop area estimation. This also enabled scientists in wall-to-wall 

mapping of required land cover classes, and improving reliability and accuracy of area 

estimation as demonstrated from regional scale (Potapov et al. 2012, Song et al. 2017, 

King et al. 2017, Khan et al. 2018, Dempewolf et al. 2014, Khan et al. 2016) and global 

scale change detection products (Hansen et al. 2013, Hansen and Loveland 2012). 

1.1.4. Remote sensing application in crop area estimation 

According to Huddleston (1978), crop production forecasts/estimates are the 

product of area to be harvested and expected yield per unit area (GonzÁLez-Alonso 

and Cuevas 1993, Baruth 2008, Dempewolf et al. 2013).  In the context of production 

estimation, MacDonald and Hall (1980) provide a rationale on the need for crop 

foresting. They describe reliability, timeliness, and effectiveness as key attributes of 

quality agricultural information. Since 1970’s, satellite remote sensing has been applied 

in agricultural statistics in auxiliary role within operational services in crop acreage 

estimation and assessment (Gallego et al. 2010, Allen 1990, Boryan et al. 2011, 
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Rembold and Maselli 2006).  According to Allen (1990) using remote sensing data as 

an auxiliary variable maintained statistical rigor in the context of existing methods. 

GonzÁLez-Alonso and Cuevas (1993) used remote sensing data with ground based 

surveys and compared regression estimator vs adjusted regression estimator. They 

found that using adjusted proportions obtained from confusion matrix in a regression 

estimator produces area estimates with lower Co-efficient of Variation (CV) than using 

the values directly in a standard regression estimator. They therefore have argued that 

adjusted regression methods seem appropriate in area estimation of a crop when 

combining ground surveys with remote sensing data. Vogelmann et al. (2001) and Song 

et al. (2017) indicated to the progress being made in classifying multi-spectral Landsat 

medium resolution data that has advantages of synoptic and repeat coverage with the 

unique advantage of providing timely and spatially contiguous information on crop 

growth at regional to global scales. Harris, et al. (1989) suggested that TM data 

produced statistically more accurate crop area estimates with less analysis time as 

compared to SPOT data. 

The ground surveys and classified crop layers, are treated independent of each 

other, but are complementing processes. These two sources of data when integrated in 

accuracy frameworks result in error adjustments. This approach has successfully been 

applied in forest and agricultural area mapping and area estimation (Hansen et al. 2008, 

Hansen and Loveland 2012, Tyukavina et al. 2015, Broich et al. 2011). In-situ area 

estimate from ground samples surveyed are used as dependent variable with 

classification map as ancillary variable in regression estimator (Gallego 2004, Boryan 

et al. 2011, GonzÁLez-Alonso and Cuevas 1993). Gallego et al. (2008) described the 
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need for the use of remote sensing data as auxiliary information to augment ground 

based survey results. Gallego et al. (2010) mention that in the 1980s and 1990s accurate 

field based in-situ sample data was combined in different ways with less accurate 

remote sensing data covering the region of interest. However, integration of image 

processing with agricultural statistics, with few exceptions, is fraught with challenges. 

Unal et al. (2006) describes a pilot study to use remote sensing imagery in conjunction 

with a ground survey to estimate wheat acreage in the provinces of Konya and Adana 

in Turkey.  The approach taken for acreage estimation was to determine the 

proportional distribution of the crops in the sampled segments (500 x 500 m), over the 

agricultural areas and apply this proportion to the total agricultural land area from the 

classification.  The classification used Landsat TM and ETM+ data in conjunction with 

data from the ground survey.  Image materials for the ground survey were prepared 

using high-resolution imagery (SPOT 5 in Konya and IKONOS for Adana).  Wheat 

acreage alone was estimated in Adana, but a wheat-barley combination was estimated 

in Konya, since it is difficult to separate wheat and barley through satellite imagery 

classification.  In both provinces wheat (Adana) and wheat-barley (Konya) acreage was 

below official figures for both the classified and extrapolated (from segment 

proportions) estimates. Maas (1998) observed strong positive correlation between yield 

and reflectance values over mid-season, the period of the growth of cotton bolls, while 

late in the growing season and prior to defoliation observed significant negative 

correlation between yield and reflectance. 

There have been efforts on integrating remote sensing with time series climate 

data, experimental physical parameters, and ground based surveys to deliver accurate 
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and reliable wheat production/yield estimates. Hanuschak et al. (1980) estimated 

soybean and corn area for Iowa state incorporating Landsat data into ground surveys. 

He found substantial improvement in estimated area using Landsat data as auxiliary 

variable in a regression estimator in comparison to using ground data only. Dempewolf 

et al. (2014) successfully implied MODIS and Landsat data integration with historical 

yield data to estimate wheat production for Pakistan. However, using Remote Sensing 

as a source of pre-harvest area estimates hasn’t been attempted. Saeed et al. (2017) 

integrated weather data and MODIS NDVI time series to forecast winter wheat yield 

in Punjab, Pakistan.  

Boatwright and Whitefield (1986) and MacDonald and Hall (1980) provide an 

insight into the evolution of remote sensing use in agricultural crop forecasting. 

According to Craig (2010), these programs were successful at generating unbiased 

statistical estimates of crop area at the state and county level and reducing the statistical 

variance of acreage indications from farmer reported surveys.  NASS’ remote sensing 

applications evolved over the years and in 1997 the present CDL (GIS-based Cropland 

Data Layer) program was developed, which is used in various ways in addition to 

deriving supplementary crop area estimates (Mueller and Seffrin 2006).  Boryan et al. 

(2011) described the USDA-NASS CDL program for its processing methods, 

classification and validation techniques, accuracy assessment, and the crop acreage 

methods, which range in accuracy from 85% to 95% for the major crops. 

According to Stehman (2013) errors are likely when using mapped information 

in deriving crop area, and therefore sample based validation of the mapping process be 
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conducted rather than pixel counting from map. According to Carfagna and Gallego 

(2005), in large area mapping classification accuracy is poorer in comparison to small 

pilot areas. In heterogeneous agricultural systems with small fields and multiple 

cropping patterns, satellite images with mixed pixels produce non-sampling errors, as 

against the thumb rule of pure pixels availability for acreage estimation (Gallego et al. 

2010). Agricultural landscape in Punjab is representative of heterogeneity, and 

therefore non-sampling errors are non-avoidable. In our research, we observed most of 

the commission errors were associated with multiple cropping particularly wheat under 

fruit orchards, and most of the commission errors were associated with dryland / rain-

fed farming. Carfagna and Gallego (2005) have pointed out that very few organizations 

apply remote sensing in producing their agricultural statistics. Application of remote 

sensing imagery at medium resolution such as Landsat (Carfagna and Gallego 2005) in 

agricultural statistics has enormous advantages of timeliness, cost-effectiveness, wide 

swath and geographic coverage over large areas. In our research, we successfully 

applied Landsat 30 m multi-spectral multi-temporal data to Punjab province to derive 

in-season wheat area. 

1.1.5. Limitations of methods when porting to developing countries 

The Crop Reporting Service (CRS) in Punjab, Pakistan is responsible for 

implementation of the “area list frame” survey to estimate crops’ area and production. 

The CRS Punjab had more than 1500 field staff, allocated budget of Pak. Rs. 690.056 

million (~ US $ 6.0 million) in 2017-18 and extensive field logistical support. However, 

the CRS releases its final wheat forecast in July or August each year, a few months 

after harvest has taken place. The conventional crop statistics method in practice in 
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Punjab, Pakistan does not correspond to requirement of timely inputs, which is 

considered the most important consideration in agricultural monitoring due to short 

growing season and risks of highly variable conditions (Atzberger 2013, Food and 

Agriculture Organization 2011) for operational decisions on grain management, 

transportation of produce, export and import. This compromises food security of the 

dependent population on one hand, and often result in expensive measures to meet 

demand in a case of shortfall or mismanagement of surplus in a case of higher 

productivity on the other. Although these conventional crop forecasting efforts are 

elaborate data collection efforts as collect a variety of information on various aspects 

of agriculture (Food and Agriculture Organization 2015), yet not practically suitable to 

developing countries conditions on the basis that these are labor intensive and require 

significant financial and human resources (Verma et al. 2011, Doraiswamy et al. 2003). 

In spite of the efforts involved, the methods often result in unsatisfactory and untimely 

information with no use for post-harvest grain management. Agricultural development 

in developing countries is compromised from delay in information availability for 

operational measures and policy decisions, which is a major obstacle to the economic 

development there (MacDonald and Landgrebe 1967) 

According to Gallego and Delince (2010), if a responding farmer community is 

educated and has access to communication means such as telephone and email, then 

area list sampling will be cost-effective. In Pakistan, in general farmer community is 

illiterate or has very low education levels, and have limited access to and understand 

of modern technologically advanced. These limitations make ground based surveys 

time consuming, expensive, and in some cases practically not a viable option. Rembold 
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and Maselli (2006) describes the development and testing of a methodology for using 

multi-temporal, low spatial resolution images to update crop area changes on a regional 

scale. The primary issue with using low-resolution imagery in this way is the large 

number of mixed land-use pixels.  The methodology presented in this paper was based 

on the assumption that the variations within mixed pixels are reflected in changes in 

the shape of the multi-temporal NDVI pixel profiles. Specifically, the methodological 

approach described was based on the sequential use of spectral angle mapping (SAM) 

and a linear regression estimator. Cihlar (2000) provided a detailed analysis of the 

limiting factors of coarse and fine scale remote sensing data where a priori knowledge 

of land cover classes over large area is required along with sufficient spatial and 

temporal resolution for effective crop type identification. Fermont and Benson (2011) 

elaborated various issues in crop forecasting of smallholder agriculture, including 

challenges of a lack of cadastral information on land use, intercropping, non-uniform 

plots with variable sizes, multiple harvesting periods, multiple cropping patterns, and 

management practices. Use of  coarse resolution imagery in agricultural statistics is 

still challenged by accuracy and precision in crop type identification due to various 

complexities including crop landscape heterogeneity, mixed phenological stages, field 

size especially in small holder agricultural systems, and management practices (Song 

et al. 2017). 

Boryan et al. (2011) has explained the historical background and efficacy of 

CDL, operational crop area estimation model that has been applied in United States 

since 2008. However, according to Song et al. (2017) and Boryan et al. (2011), CDL 

and or similar models such as the Crop Inventory (CI) of Canada are not suitable for 
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application in developing countries like Pakistan given that 1) these methods require 

expensive and time consuming geospatially referenced training inputs, and 2) are more 

suitable for large farm situations such as that of United States and Canada.  

The estimates from the AGRIT survey were used as benchmarks for 

performance evaluation of the resulting wheat area estimates.  It is, however, of limited 

value for crop area prediction in the early stages of the season.  Rembold and Maselli 

(2006) mention the following limitations of the process: 1) distinct NDVI profiles must 

exist for the classes to be updated, which makes the procedure applicable only to broad 

vegetation categories with characteristic phenological behavior; 2) accurate maps 

describing the reference distribution of the main crops must be available; and 3) good 

quality low-resolution images must be available to provide correct multi-temporal 

NDVI updating information. Our research presented here addresses this issue in wheat 

area estimation in the complex landscape of small farms and intensive agriculture of 

Punjab in Pakistan.  Specifically, an operational mapping model for wheat is developed 

to facilitate in situ data collection and pre-harvest area estimation. 

1.1.6. Current needs and the research response 

According to Everaers (2009) repeated surveys are burden on farmers and 

decreasing response rates have been the reasons to explore other data sources and 

information gathering techniques such as remote sensing and GIS tools to produce 

agricultural statistics. Our research presented here, while exploring the application of 

Landsat in-growing season time series data addresses the issues described in section 

1.5, and present an automated model that can provide timely and accurate inputs for 
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operational decision making, and meeting the challenge of addressing food security 

issues in a timely manner. 

In the presented research, undertaken at the Global Land Analysis and 

Discovery Laboratory (GLAD) at the University of Maryland, we have experimented 

with remote sensing data to produce reliable, timely and accurate wheat area estimates 

for Punjab, Pakistan. In our research, following up on global wall-to-wall Landsat 

mapping (Hansen et al. 2013), we produced wall-to-wall Landsat based wheat maps for 

Punjab. Using sample based data from the wall-to-wall Landsat wheat maps as 

auxiliary variable with probability based field samples, we found a decrease in standard 

error, thus deriving more accurate information than using ground data or map alone. 

Our methods, which employ Landsat multi-temporal spectral data and classification 

and regression trees, result in the development of an operational classification model 

that generates wheat maps for direct use in area estimation methods. The model, if 

adopted by the crop area forecasting agencies in Pakistan and elsewhere, will result in 

saving resources through timely inputs for policy and operational decisions making on 

post-harvest crop situation. 

The research is presented in three papers. The first paper (Chapter 2) establishes 

the wheat mapping method and the use of the map in allocating field data collection in 

deriving area estimates.  A stratified two stage random sample of 20 km x 20 km blocks 

is performed, with 10 randomly selected pixels examined from within each block. A 

regression estimator method is employed, with the auxiliary variable derived from a 

wall to wall classification of multi-temporal multi-spectral Landsat within wheat 
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growing season (2013-14) time-series data. The second paper (Chapter 3) presents a 

comparative use of Landsat multi-temporal spectral data and high-resolution RapidEye 

data in mapping wheat cover.  Given the small field sizes of Punjab, the possible 

advantage of mapping with very high spatial resolution data as an input to mapping 

with Landsat is evaluated.  Resulting maps are used as auxiliary variables with field 

data collected from 21 two stage random samples within a population of 10km x 10km 

blocks, with 10 pixels randomly sampled from each block. Wheat areas were estimated 

from Landsat regression map using a continuous map, a thresholded map at 50% and a 

thresholded map at <25% and >75% representing pure non-wheat and pure wheat 

pixels respectively. We recorded a decrease in standard error of the sample based wheat 

area estimate by using each of the maps generated with the above inputs in a difference 

estimator.  Results illustrate that Landsat data can be mapped using traditional 

categorical wheat / not wheat labels, obviating the need for commercial data inputs for 

calibration. 

The third paper (Chapter 4) presents an operational model for wheat area 

estimation. The model depends on training data derived from previous years Landsat 

mapping. In this, we combined two wheat maps from previous years to derive wheat 

and non-wheat agreement as a training layer, which is visually interpreted against the 

Landsat multi-temporal spectral metrics for adjustments and corrections. The training 

data were related to the metrics in a classification tree model to derive wheat area cover 

for the study area. Ground based samples comprising of 45 sample blocks of 5km x 

5km with 10 pixels randomly selected from each block were employed to derive an 

independent wheat area estimate. The map based area estimates were used as auxiliary 
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variable estimating area of cultivated wheat.  Results show that an operational, turn-

key algorithm can be used for mapping wheat using Landsat data, with subsequent field 

data collection guided by the Landsat map. 

We confidently present our wheat area estimation method for use by the CRS 

Punjab and other such organizations in Pakistan and in the neighboring countries. 

Adopting this model can save millions of rupees in budget allocation, hundreds of man-

days employed on data collection, and provision of area estimates at least a couple of 

weeks before the wheat harvest in comparison to months after harvest.  Specifically, 

the use of automated wheat mapping from Landsat inputs enables the efficient 

allocation of field data collection and the generation of in season wheat area estimates 

with low uncertainties.  The implementation of such a method would represent an 

advance on current in situ methods that have high latency, reducing their utility to 

inform decision-making. 
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The chapter 2 presented here has been published as “Khan, A; Hansen, MC; Potapov, P.; Stehman, SV. 
Chattha, AA. (2016). Landsat-based wheat mapping in the heterogeneous cropping system of Punjab. 
International Journal of Remote Sensing, 37(6), 1391 – 1410”. 

Chapter 2: Landsat-based wheat mapping in the heterogeneous 

cropping system of Punjab, Pakistan 

1.2. Introduction  

The More than 180 million population of Pakistan is directly or indirectly dependent 

on the agriculture sector (World Bank 2014) with wheat as an important staple food 

(FAO 2013). About 43.7% of the labor force in Pakistan is employed in the agriculture 

sector (Ministry of Finance 2014) and Pakistan is the eighth largest wheat producer 

globally (FAO 2013). Wheat is the most important agricultural crop for 80% of farmers 

and constitutes nearly 40% of the country’s total cultivated land (FAO 2013). However, 

the annual national wheat production of approximately 21 million tonnes (MT) does 

not cover the total demand of 24.0 MT (FAO 2013, SUPARCO 2012). To meet gaps 

in demand and supply, Pakistan imports wheat on variable scales each year. 

Wheat is grown during the winter season or Rabi, which begins in October to 

December and ends in April to May.  Recurring droughts and changing weather 

patterns strongly influence crop yields in Pakistan with climate change a suspected 

factor in recent production variations (ADB 2009, Zhu 2014, Abbasian and Pound 

2013).  The country’s extensive irrigated cropland system, one of the largest contiguous 

networks in the world (Bastiaanssen and Ali 2003), depends on sustained water flows 

in the Indus river basin (Roohi 2006).  However, water flows in the Indus River have 

not been consistent in recent decades (Lydia et al. 2000).  Flood and drought cycles 

have been more frequent and are affecting crop production (ADB 2009, Zhu 2014). 

Accurate estimation of cultivated wheat area and associated production is important for 
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the country to address changes occurring from climate change impacts and water 

dynamics.   

Traditional monitoring of croplands is implemented by the provincial Crop 

Reporting Services (CRS) Departments.  The system is labor intensive and suffers from 

delays in producing results suitable for timely decision making (Akhtar 2012).  The 

data collected by CRS Departments are derived from surveys compiled at the start, 

midpoint and post-harvest periods of the growing season.  Survey results are 

extrapolated to district and provincial levels.  According to the crop calendar of the 

Bureau of Statistics, the first estimate is made on 1 February, the second on 1 April, 

and the final on 1 August.  In practice, estimates and results of the final harvest are 

available months after crop harvest (GoPakistan 2011).  Given that harvest typically 

occurs in April, the delayed crop reporting system does not provide actionable 

information in response to below normal crop development and production.  Delayed 

reporting renders CRS data unusable for planning and management purposes (Verma 

et al. 2011) and as inputs to critical decision support system concerning the import and 

export of wheat (Akhtar 2012).  Due to the absence of timely and accurate data, 

decisions regarding wheat shortage or surplus are often arbitrary or ad hoc in response 

to emerging situations. 

The CRS crop yield estimates are derived from a sample of randomly selected 

villages stratified by population size.  This stratification does not represent the 

agricultural zones equally and is also limited by accessibility to remote areas (FAO 

2012).  There is therefore a clear need for a system that can provide both timely and 
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accurate crop area estimates and yields forecasts before harvesting.  Such data products 

can be used for timely decision making in addressing food security within the country, 

maintaining adequate food stocks, setting national support prices, planning 

transportation and processing facilities, and other logistics (Akhtar 2012, Dempewolf 

et al. 2013, Bauer 1975).   

Early assessment of crop condition, area estimation and yield forecasting can 

avert potential disasters that might result from production shortfalls due to a disease, 

drought, pest infestation, and other factors (Erickson 1984, Doraiswamy et al. 2003, 

Minamiguchi 2005).  As such, Earth observation data can enable strategic planning to 

bridge the gap between demand and supply (Doraiswamy et al. 2003).   

The early Large Area Crop Inventory Experiment (LACIE) and Agriculture and 

Resources Inventory Surveys Through Aerospace Remote Sensing (AgRISTARS) 

programs of the United States, which began in 1974 and 1980, represent initial 

concerted efforts to improve crop monitoring via the use of remotely sensed data sets 

(Boatwright and Whitefield 1986).  These initiatives employed Landsat imagery and 

climate data from the World Meteorological Organization to model crop yields 

(Erickson 1984).  Operational systems resulted from these initial experiments, 

including the Crop Condition Data Retrieval and Evaluation system used by the USDA 

Foreign Agricultural Service (Reynolds, 2001) and the Cropland Data Layer of the 

USDA's National Agricultural Statistics Service.  Similar crop monitoring systems 

integrating satellite data have been added and include the Monitoring of Agriculture by 

Remote Sensing system of the European Union, China’s CropWatch, and others 
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(Becker-Reshef et al. 2010). Satellite data being modeled are mostly multi-year time 

series data or modeled with meteorological and/or physical data to estimate crop areas 

for wheat, rice and other crops (Becker-Reshef et al. 2010, Becker-Reshef et al. 2010, 

Dempewolf et al. 2014, Bairagi and Hassan 2002).  

Despite much research in the area of cropland mapping using Earth observation 

data sets, a number of factors have limited operational map production.  First, 

differentiating crop types requires fine temporal-scale imagery to enable the 

identification of the subtle differences between various crop phenologies.  Second, 

cropped fields are discrete entities in landscapes and require appropriate spatial 

resolution in order to be unambiguously resolved.  For Earth observation satellites, the 

typical engineering trade-off is temporal versus spatial resolution.  Higher spatial 

resolution data sets do not have high return rates in terms of repeated imaging over a 

given locale.  Sensors with coarser spatial resolution such as 250 m × 250 m Moderate 

Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (MODIS) have wider swaths (2330 km × 10 km) that 

allow for higher rates of repeated imaging, but are limited in terms of generating 

accurate area estimates in small farm sizes.  However, since the launch of Landsat 8 in 

2013, we now have two Landsat sensors, the Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus (ETM+) 

on-board the Landsat 7 spacecraft and the Operational Land Imager (OLI) on Landsat 

8, systematically acquiring global land observations.  Landsat data have been freely 

available since 2008 (Woodcock et al. 2008), and researchers are able to evaluate the 

improved nominal 8-day repeat coverage of 30m Landsat observations in 

characterizing agricultural lands (Arvidson et al. 2001). 
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In this paper, we exhaustively mine the Landsat archive for the 2013–2014 

winter wheat growing season of the Punjab, Pakistan.  Our work builds on the forest 

monitoring work of Potapov et al. (2012) and Hansen et al. (2013) Hansen et al. (2013) 

who employed per pixel processing of the entire Landsat archive to quantify forest 

disturbance at national and global scales.  Crop type is a much more challenging 

thematic target compared to forests, relying more on temporal variation to enable 

discrimination (Wardlow and Egbert 2008).  By combining data from the ETM+ and 

OLI sensors, we posit that image frequency is sufficient to enable crop type 

discrimination.  Here, we process all Rabi growing season Landsat images, generating 

time-series metrics that capture within season phenological variation.  The presented 

study advances the previous data intensive analyses of forests by focusing on a key 

commodity crop of Pakistan, winter wheat. 

Punjab province is the primary wheat growing region, accounting for about 

76% (FAO 2013) of the total area under wheat in Pakistan. Punjab has a small-scale 

land tenure system with an average field size of 2.1 ha (GoPakistan 2010). About 10% 

of fields in Punjab province are less than 1 ha in size. Wheat is often planted as part of 

mixed cropping systems that may include sugarcane, clover, vegetables, and fruit 

orchards.  Remote sensing techniques are sometimes found unsuitable in countries with 

small farm sizes and heterogeneous cropping systems (Basso et al. 2013).  Thus, a 

number of challenges exist to the successful characterization of Pakistan wheat extent 

from satellite data.   
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This paper reports the first production of a provincial wheat cultivated area map 

using Landsat data based on images within the Rabi growing season.  The Results are 

validated using field data and comparisons with official statistics.  Finally, the area 

estimates were combined with a national yield estimate (SUPARCO 2014) to derive 

wheat production for the 2013–2014 Rabi wheat growing season. 

1.3. Materials 

1.3.1. Study area  

Pakistan consists of five provinces and one region, of which Punjab province is 

the second largest in terms of land area with 205,344 km2 (figure 2.1).  Punjab, the 

most populace province with about 56% of the total population of the country has 12.4 

million hectares (Mha) of cultivated area (SUPARCO 2012). Punjab is divided into 

three major agro-ecological zones:  the Potohar plateau in the north with rain-fed 

agriculture, accounting for 10% of the total agricultural area of the province (Qasim 

2012); the arid desert in the southern Punjab and arid semi-desert in mid-province with 

little agricultural production; and the main crop growing region of Indus basin irrigated 

croplands (SUPARCO 2012). 
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Figure 2.1: The study location, Punjab province of Pakistan (FATA: Federally Administered Tribal 

Areas; AJK: Azad Jammu and Kashmir). 

1.3.2. Data sets 

 Remote sensing data sets 

All Landsat imagery from the onset of the Rabi growing season in December 2013 

through the peak of the growing season at the end of February 2014 were used to create 

a multi-temporal feature space for mapping wheat in Punjab.  A total of 281 level 1 

terrain corrected images from 21 Path and Rows (Table 2.1) were used including 145 

Landsat 8 OLI and 136 Landsat 7 ETM+ scenes.  We employed four spectral bands 

from Landsat 7 ETM+: bands 3 red (RED 0.626–0.693 µm), 4 near-infrared (NIR 

0.776–0.904 µm), 5 Short-wave Infrared (SWIR: 1.567–1.784 µm), and 7 (SWIR: 

2.097–2.349 µm); and corresponding bands from Landsat 8 OLI: bands 4 (RED: 0.630–

0.680 µm), 5 (NIR: 0.845–0.885 µm), 6 (SWIR: 1.560–1.660 µm), and 7 (SWIR: 

2.100–2.300 µm).  Shorter wavelength visible blue and green ETM+ bands 1 and 2 and 
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OLI bands 2 and 3 were not used due to their greater sensitivity to atmospheric effects 

(Ouaidrari and Vermote 1999).   ETM+ band 6 (THERMAL: 10.40–12.50 µm) and 

Landsat 8 OLI Thermal Infrared Sensor band 10 (THERMAL: 10.60–11.19 µm) were 

used for multispectral time-series metrics production (see below), but were not 

included in variables for mapping.  Normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) 

(Tucker 1979) and normalized difference water index (NDWI) (Gao 1996) values were 

calculated for all observations as inputs to time-series metrics. 

Table 2. 1: Landsat tiles world reference system (WRS) path and rows covering Punjab, Pakistan. 

 

Serial No 

 

Path 

 

Row 

Number of images 

L7 L8 

1 148 038 6 7 

2 148 039 6 6 

3 149 037 7 8 

4 149 038 6 7 

5 149 039 5 8 

6 149 040 8 8 

7 150 036 6 6 

8 150 037 8 8 

9 150 038 8 8 

10 150 039 8 7 

11 150 040 8 8 

12 150 041 8 9 

13 151 036 6 8 

14 151 037 8 8 

15 151 038 8 8 

16 151 039 8 8 

17 151 040 9 8 

18 151 041 9 8 

19 152 039 2 4 

20 152 040 2 3 

Total   136 145 

Total images (L7 + L8)    281 

     

Three procedures were performed to radiometrically normalize Landsat 

observations: (1) top-of-atmosphere reflectance calculation, (2) MODIS-based bias 

adjustment, and (3) MODIS-based anisotropy adjustment.  Each Landsat image was 

initially converted to top-of-atmosphere reflectance (Chander et al. 2009). The data 
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were then normalized to spectral reflectance for each Landsat image using MODIS top-

of-canopy reflectance data composite as a normalization target (Potapov et al. 2012).  

To create the cloud-free growing season MODIS reference data, all 16-day MODIS 

composites from 2000 through 2011 were ranked by NDVI value and then average 

reflectance values for red, NIR, and SWIR bands were calculated from composites 

corresponding to 50th–90th percentile ranks.   The next step of Landsat image 

normalization was to apply a Landsat to MODIS bias adjustment, which largely 

accounted for atmospheric scattering.  The final step was a cross-track adjustment to 

account for effects of surface anisotropy. To perform the cross-track adjustment, 

Landsat to MODIS bias-adjusted spectral reflectance is modeled as a function of sensor 

view angle per band; the derived relationship is then applied to all pixels within the 

image. These methods are referenced in Hansen et al. (2008), Potapov et al. (2012) and 

Loveland and Dwyer (2012). The implemented radiometric normalization algorithm 

reduced between and within image reflectance differences caused by variation in 

atmospheric conditions, dates and surface anisotropy.  Using the method from Potapov 

et al. (2012), quality assessment codes were assigned to each pixel to reflect its 

probability to be a cloud-free land or water observation.  All viable observations within 

the defined study period were aggregated and used to derive a set of spectral-statistical 

derivations called metrics.   Metrics represent a generic feature space that facilitates 

large area mapping and have been used extensively with Advanced Very High-

resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) and MODIS data (Hansen and DeFries 2004, Chang 

et al. 2007) and more recently with Landsat data (Potapov et al. 2012).  Landsat-based 

metrics are calculated between a start and end date without direct relation to the day of 
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the year, in this case, the Rabi growing season of December, January and February, 

inclusive. Metrics are statistical derivations of all good quality assessed pixels and have 

been shown to capture salient phenological information for mapping land cover 

(DeFries et al. 1995, Reed et al. 1994).  Landsat-based metrics enable mapping the 

same crop type within a broad geographic context and over large regions (Pittman et 

al. 2010, Chang et al. 2007).  Using metrics instead of single-date images allowed us 

to create a complete, wall-to-wall dataset without observation gaps, which is well 

suitable for regional classification.  To create a set of spectral metrics (Table 2.2), we 

implemented a per-pixel ranking of spectral reflectance values from all cloud-free 

observations within the growing season.  Selected ranked (minimum, maximum, 

median, selected percentiles) values and averages between selected ranks were 

recorded as output metric data layers.  In addition to single-band ranking, we ranked 

cloud-free observations by corresponding NDVI, NDWI value, and brightness 

temperature.  This allowed us to collect spectral information corresponding to major 

phenological stages (e.g. peak of growing season, warmest time of year, etc.).  In 

addition to metrics, time-sequential monthly composites for December, January, and 

February were created based on a median value taken from all cloud/shadow-free 

observations within each calendar month. These composite images were used in 

facilitating image interpretation and assignment of training data.  
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Table 2. 2: List of metrics used as predictor variables in class wheat cover in Punjab 

Metric description Number of metrics 

Interquartile means of ranked bands 3, 4, 5, and 7 and binned and ranked on NDVI, THERM, 

and 

NDWI 
(0–10%, 0–25%, 10–25%, 10–50%, 25–50%, 50–75%, 50–90%, 75–90%, 75–100%, and 

90–100%) 

320 

Interquartile means of ranked bands 3, 4, 5, and 7 (0–100%, 10–90%, 25–75%)  24 

Interquartile means of ranked NDWI and NDVI (0–100%, 10–90%, 25–75%, 0–10%, 0–

25%, 10–25%, 10–50%, 25–50%, 50–75%, 50–90%, 75–90%, 75–100%, 90–100%) 

52 

Percentiles of ranked bands 3, 4, 5, and 7 and binned and ranked on NDVI, THERM, and 

NDWI (0%, 

10%, 25%, 50%, 75%, 90%, and 100%) 

224 

Percentiles of ranked NDWI and NDVI (0%, 10%, 25%, 50%, 75%, 90%, and 100%) 28 

Bands 3, 4, 5, and 7, and NDVI and NDWI 

Mean of three first, median of three first, mean of three last, median of three last, first, and 

last 

72 

Bands 3, 4, 5, and 7 and NDVI and NDWI time-series regression slope 12 

Bands 3, 4, 5, and 7 and NDVI and NDWI standard deviation 12 

Elevation, slope, and aspect 5 

Topographic data were also used as independent variables, including elevation, 

slope, and aspect.  These layers were computed from 90 m spatial resolution void–filled 

seamless digital elevation model derived from the National Aeronautics and Space 

Administration (NASA) Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (downloaded from 

CGIAR-CSI: http://srtm.csi.cgiar.org). 

 Classification algorithm 

We related the Landsat-derived metrics to training data via a bagged classification tree 

algorithm (Breiman 1996, Hansen et al. 1996, Potapov et al. 2012, Bwangoy et al. 

2013). A classification tree software developed by our research group following the 

algorithm described by Ripley (1996) was used.  Classification trees employ an entropy 

measure, referred to as deviance, to split multidimensional space of dependent variables 

into successively more homogeneous hyper volumes, called nodes.  The best univariate 

http://srtm.csi.cgiar.org/
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split was sought from all independent variables, and the process was repeated until a 

perfect tree was fit or preset conditions for termination of tree growth were met.  We 

terminated each classification tree when additional splits decreased model deviance by 

less than 0.001 of the deviance of the total training set population (Bwangoy et al. 2010, 

Bwangoy et al. 2013).  To further avoid overfitting, we used a set of seven bagged tree 

models each derived from a 20% random sample of training pixels.  Each tree reporting 

a per-pixel probability of wheat cover class membership; the per-pixel median of the 

seven model outputs was taken as the result (Potapov et al. 2012).  Wheat was 

categorized if this median value was equal to or greater than 50%. 

 Training data  

Training data consisted of manually labeled wheat and not-wheat pixels.  To prepare 

the data for classification and build the classification tree model for discriminating 

wheat and not-wheat land cover, we used visual image interpretation (Hansen et al. 

2008, Potapov et al. 2012) of Landsat time series.  Composites from December, 

January, and February, representing the early, mid and late growing season were 

visualized in SWIR, NIR, and RED false color combination.  The selection of training 

data was made in light of wheat phenology in Pakistan, following the crop calendar 

(SUPARCO 2012) and the previous work of Dempewolf (2014) and Becker-Reshef et 

al. (2010).  Water bodies were masked out during data preparation and compositing 

using the water mask from the Global Forest Cover Change product (Hansen and 

Loveland 2012). Based on spectral response and landscape context, pixels were trained 

as wheat and not-wheat classes.  As the not-wheat land cover included a number of 

vegetation types and land forms, not-wheat samples dominated in training population 
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to account for class heterogeneity.  The training data were augmented following each 

iteration of the bagged tree classification, with output products manually checked using 

Landsat composites, Google Earth™ high-resolution imagery, and a priori knowledge 

of the area. 

 Wheat map Validation 

To validate the classification results, we adopted a combination of field visit and photo-

interpretation as the response design (Stehman and Czaplewski 1998).  A population 

of 20 km × 20 km blocks covering all of Punjab was created and each block assigned 

to one of three strata based on wheat area as indicated using an antecedent wheat layer 

derived using MODIS data (Dempewolf et al. 2013); three MODIS-indicated wheat 

strata were employed: low (0–22%), medium (22–47%), and high (>47%) wheat cover.  

For practical consideration related to travel costs, we constrained the sample to 12 

sample blocks of 20 km × 20 km each. We allocated four blocks to each of the three 

wheat strata. The blocks within strata were selected randomly.  In each selected sample 

block, we randomly selected 50 sample points (pixels) with a target to validate 10 

points per block (figure 2.2).  We followed a protocol of visiting the first 10 randomly 

generated sample pixels in each of the randomly selected 20 km × 20 km spatial blocks.  

However, if a sampled pixel could not be accessed within a sample block due to field 

conditions, social resistance or other security reasons, the next sample pixel in the 

randomly ordered list was substituted.  A total of 35 sample pixels  were substituted 

due to various reasons with most of the omitted sample pixels located where 

accessibility was limited due to an impassable river (block 7) or by desert terrain (block 
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6).  One sample block was largely within a limited access government installation and 

was not included in the analysis. 

 

Figure 2.2. Stratified random sample blocks and sampled pixels generated for field data collection on 

wheat and not-wheat areas from Punjab, Pakistan, for Rabi season 2013 -2014 
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For each sampled pixel, we quantified the per cent wheat area using field 

interpretation with additional information from Google Eart incorporated if non-

cropland cover such as trees and built-up area was found within the sample pixel.  The 

percentage of wheat in each of the sampled pixels was recorded using 10% increments 

(i.e. 0%, 10%, 20%, 30%, etc.). Map accuracy and sample-based wheat area were 

estimated using a stratified two-stage cluster sampling formula Statistical Analysis 

Software (SAS), Version 9.3, Cary, SAS Institute Inc., North Carolina, USA – details 

provided in section 2.2.5). 

In addition to sample-based validation, we performed an inter-comparison with 

the second wheat crop forecast released in August 2014 by the Punjab CRS using their 

crop reporting system (CRS 2014).  Provincial and district level wheat area data from 

the CRS were compared to our Landsat-derived map of wheat cover. 

 Estimation Formulas 

The estimates summarizing the accuracy of the wheat map and the estimates of area of 

wheat derived from the field-based reference sample data were produced using the 

SURVEYMEANS procedure of the SAS.  For the sampling design implemented, a 

pixel is indexed by the subscript u, the primary sampling unit is a cluster (indicated by 

the subscript i), and each cluster is assigned to a stratum h.  The notation used to 

produce the estimates include the following: 

Kh = number of blocks in stratum h 

kh = number of blocks sampled in stratum h 

Nh,i = number of pixels in block i of stratum h 
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𝑛ℎ,𝑖 = 𝑛 = number of sample pixels within each block (n = 10 in this design) 

𝑝ℎ,𝑖,𝑢 = field-based proportion of wheat for pixel u in block i of stratum h 

i Estimating area of wheat: 

For sample block i of stratum h, the estimated number of pixels of wheat is �̂�ℎ,𝑖 = 𝑁ℎ,𝑖�̅�ℎ,𝑖 

where �̅�ℎ,𝑖 is the sample mean of the 𝑛 =10 reference sample pixel proportions 𝑝ℎ,𝑖,𝑢 within 

block i of stratum h.  The estimated total number of pixels of wheat for stratum h is then 

estimated by  

�̂�ℎ =
𝐾ℎ

𝑘ℎ
∑ �̂�ℎ,𝑖

𝑘ℎ
𝑖=1                                       (1) 

The estimated total number of pixels of wheat in the entire study region is the sum of 

the �̂�ℎ,𝑖 values over the three strata.  Because each pixel represents 0.0009 km2 of area, the 

estimated total number of pixels of wheat is multiplied by 0.0009 km2 to convert to area of 

wheat (in km2).  To estimate the standard error of the estimated area of wheat, we begin with 

the estimated variance for each stratum,  

�̂�(�̂�ℎ) =
𝐾ℎ

2

𝑘ℎ
(1 −

𝑘ℎ

𝐾ℎ
) 𝑠ℎ

2                           (2) 

where 𝑠ℎ
2 is the sample variance of the kh values of �̂�ℎ,𝑖 in stratum h.  The variance estimator 

does not include the second-stage sampling contribution to variance as this contribution is 

typically much smaller relative to the first-stage contribution of variance (Lohr 2010).  The 

standard error for the estimated area of wheat is the square root of the estimated variance from 

(2) multiplied by 0.0009 km2.  

ii Estimating accuracy: 
The basic estimator for accuracy measures used is a ratio estimator for two-stage cluster 

sampling within a stratified design (see online documentation provided by SAS version 9.3),   
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�̂� =
∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑤ℎ,𝑖,𝑢𝑦ℎ,𝑖,𝑢

𝑛
𝑢=1

𝑘ℎ
𝑖=1

𝐻
ℎ=1

∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑤ℎ,𝑖,𝑢𝑥ℎ,𝑖,𝑢
𝑛
𝑢=1

𝑘ℎ
𝑖=1

𝐻
ℎ=1

                          (3) 

where u is the index of the sampled pixels (u = 1,…, n), i is the cluster index in stratum h (i = 

1, 2, …,kh), h is the stratum index (h = 1, 2, …, H), xh,i,u and yh,i,u are defined to yield the 

parameter of interest (see below), and wh,i,u = (KhNh,i)/(khn) is the estimation weight (i.e. inverse 

of the inclusion probability) for sample pixel u in cluster i of stratum h. The variance estimator 

for �̂� is based on a Taylor series approximation (Sarndal et al. 1992): 

�̂�(�̂�) = ∑ �̂�ℎ(�̂�𝐻
ℎ=1 ) = ∑

𝑘ℎ(1−
𝑘ℎ
𝐾ℎ

)

(𝑘ℎ−1)
𝐻
ℎ=1 ∑ (𝑔ℎ,𝑖∙ − �̅�ℎ∙∙)

2𝑘ℎ
𝑖=1        (4) 

where 

𝑔ℎ,𝑖∙ =
∑ 𝑤ℎ,𝑖,𝑢

𝑛
𝑢=1 (𝑦ℎ,𝑖,𝑢−𝑥ℎ,𝑖,𝑢�̂�)

∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑤ℎ,𝑖,𝑢𝑥ℎ,𝑖,𝑢
𝑛
𝑢=1

𝑘ℎ
𝑖=1

𝐻
ℎ=1

                                                   (5) 

and 

�̅�ℎ∙∙ = (∑ 𝑔ℎ,𝑖∙
𝑘ℎ
𝑖=1 )/𝑘ℎ .                                           (6) 

The error matrix summarizing the accuracy of the wheat map is constructed using the approach 

of sub-pixel fractional error matrices (Latifovic and Olthof 2004).  Define mh,i,u  as the mapped 

proportion of wheat (0 if no wheat, 1 if wheat) and define rh,i,u as the reference proportion of 

wheat for pixel u in cluster i of stratum h.  The error matrix is constructed such that the map 

classification is displayed as the rows and the reference classification as the columns.  For 

example, the cell entry for the intersection of the first row and first column represents area of 

agreement for wheat. The information required to estimate the proportion of area in row r and 

column c of the error matrix is denoted by Yrc,h,i,u.  To compute the sub-pixel fractional values 

for each pixel, we need to recognize two cases. 
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Case 1: mh,i,u < rh,i,u (i.e. the map proportion of wheat is less than the reference proportion of 

wheat for pixel u in cluster i of stratum h).  The sub-pixel fractional values are then as 

follows: 

Y11,h,i,u = mh,i,u         (7) 

Y12,h,i,u = 0        (8) 

Y21,h,i,u = rh,i,u – mh,i,u        (9) 

Y22,h,i,u  = 1 – Y11,h,i,u - Y12,h,i,u – Y21,h,i,u                                          (10) 

Case 2: mh,i,u ≥ rh,i,u (i.e. the map proportion of wheat is greater than or equal to the reference 

proportion of wheat for pixel u in cluster i of stratum h).  The sub-pixel fractional values are 

then as follows:  

Y11,h,i,u = rh,i,u          (11) 

Y12,h,i,u = mh,i,u - rh,i,u        (12) 

Y21,h,i,u = 0        (13) 

Y22,h,i,u = 1 – Y11,h,i,u - Y12,h,i,u – Y21,h,i,u                                 (14) 

To estimate user’s accuracy of wheat based on the estimator �̂� (equation 3), define 

 𝑦ℎ,𝑖,𝑢 = 𝑌11,ℎ,𝑖,𝑢         (15) 

and  

 𝑥ℎ,𝑖,𝑢 = 𝑌11,ℎ,𝑖,𝑢 + 𝑌12,ℎ,𝑖,𝑢.                                   (16) 

 

To estimate producer’s accuracy of wheat based on equation (3), define  
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 𝑦ℎ,𝑖,𝑢 = 𝑌11,ℎ,𝑖,𝑢        (17) 

and 

 𝑥ℎ,𝑖,𝑢 = 𝑌11,ℎ,𝑖,𝑢 + 𝑌21,ℎ,𝑖,𝑢.                                   (18) 

Lastly, to estimate overall accuracy, define  

 𝑦ℎ,𝑖,𝑢 = 𝑌11,ℎ,𝑖,𝑢 + 𝑌22,ℎ,𝑖,𝑢       (19) 

and  

 𝑥ℎ,𝑖,𝑢 = 1.                                               (20) 
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1.4. Results 

1.4.1. Estimated wheat area and production for Punjab 

The resulting Landsat-based wheat map depicts 6.13 Mha of wheat area in Punjab 

during the 2013–2014 Rabi crop season (see figure 2. 3).  This is 9.44% lower than 

the 6.77 Mha wheat area in Punjab as estimated in the second report of the Punjab 

CRS (2014). 

 

Figure 2.3. Rabi season 2013-2014 wheat classification map for Punjab, Pakistan. 
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We calculated per-district crop area from our wheat map for the 36 districts of 

Punjab and compared these estimates to those of the second official estimate released 

by the Government of Punjab (CRS 2014).  The linear regression reveals a strong 

association (Coefficient of determination R2 = 0.71) between the two estimates 

(figure 2.4).  While our overall Landsat-based result for Punjab is lower than the 

official estimate, the estimate for 13 districts is higher, ranging from +3 to +54% 

higher in Lahore and Sahiwal, respectively.  For the remaining 23 districts, our 

estimate is lower, from -1 to -77% for Faisalabad and Attock, respectively. 

We also calculated a wheat yield forecast, using the minimum average 

production of 3000 kg ha–1 for the 2013–2014 wheat growing season (SUPARCO, 

2014).  The CRS Punjab estimated 19.11 MT of wheat in their second report, while 

our classification estimated 18.34 MT, or 4.0% lower than that of the CRS forecast.  

The linear regression (figure 2.5) reveals a strong association between the yield 

estimate per district and the CRS yield estimate (R2 = 0.85). 
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Figure 2.4. Relationship of per-district wheat area derived from CRS Punjab and Landsat -derived 

wheat classification map. 

 
Figure 2.5. Relationship of per-district wheat yield estimates derived from CRS Punjab and Landsat-

derived wheat classification map. 
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1.4.2. Validation of Landsat wheat mapping for Punjab with field data 

To validate our Landsat-derived wheat map, we overlaid our field-based sample 

points on the classification results to assess product accuracy (Table 2.3).  Our 

estimated overall accuracy was 76% (standard error (SE) = 7.0%).  User’s accuracy 

was 62% (SE = 8%) for wheat and 84% (SE = 7%) for not-wheat, whereas producer’s 

accuracy was 70% (SE = 7%) for wheat and 78% (SE = 8%) for not-wheat. Based on 

the sample of field-based interpretation of wheat we estimated that 33.75% or 6.96 

Mha was under wheat in Punjab. 

Table 2. 3: Accuracy of wheat map with field (reference) per cent area of wheat determined to nearest 

10% 

 Field observation  

Row total (%) 

(standard 

error) 

 

User’s accuracy(%) 

(standard error) 
Wheat (% 

area) 

Not-

wheat (% 

area) 
Classification Wheat (% area) 23.7 14.5 38.2 (6.5) 62 (8) 
 Not-wheat (% area) 10.1 51.8 61.8 (6.5) 84 (7) 

 Column total (%) 
(standard 

error) 

33.8 (5.2) 66.3 (5.2)   

 Producer’s accuracy 
(%) 

(standard error) 

70 (7) 78 (8)   

Cell entries represent per cent area; overall accuracy is 76% with a standard error of 7%. 

Disagreement in the classification results for wheat and not-wheat area mainly 

occurred from commission errors of clover fields identified as wheat.  The 

classification could not separate clover from wheat due to its similar spectral response 

during the growing season; further complicating matters, wheat is often grown mixed 

with clover to produce quality fodder for livestock.  Omission errors of wheat 

occurred mostly in small farms or mixed cropping zones, particularly fruit orchards 

with wheat as an understorey crop.  Another source of omission error of wheat was 

attributable to mixed crops usually with mustard being present along with wheat.  The 
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spectral response from wheat in these mixed crop situations was often dominated by 

other not-wheat crops, resulting in wheat omission errors. 

In fruit orchards, particularly large mango orchards, where the ground is either 

fallow or cultivated with clover or wheat, the classification patterns were different.  

The mature stands of mango orchards were classified as not-wheat, but immature and 

young stands or mature stands with larger tree-to-tree distance had either clover or 

wheat and were largely mapped as wheat.  The omission of understorey wheat in the 

classified map is believed to be the main reason for wheat underestimation by our 

Landsat-based product. Though not considered a major contributor to the accuracy of 

the classification, variation of sowing time by a month between the southern and 

northern parts of the province might also be a factor.  

1.4.3. Sample based estimate comparison with classification map and CRS 

estimate 

We estimated Rabi season 2013–2014 wheat area for Punjab using the field-

sampled data from within the 11 sample blocks.  The sample-based area estimate 

yielded 6.96 Mha of wheat, higher than the CRS estimate of 6.77 Mha and higher 

than the 6.13 Mha estimated from the Landsat-based wheat map.  However, due to 

the small sample size of blocks, both the Landsat map and CRS wheat estimates were 

within the 95% confidence interval of the field-based estimate (figure 2.6). 
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Figure 2.6: Wheat area estimates for Punjab (2013-2014). 

Note: standard errors are shown for field sample and map-based area estimate only: CRS does not 

report estimate error. 

1.5. Discussion 

We classified Punjab land cover into wheat and not-wheat areas for the Rabi cropping 

season of 2013–2014 using seven bagged classification trees (figure 2.3).  On 

average, each of the tree models contained 50 nodes (maximum 59, minimum 42).  

The 90th percentile of NDVI metric (18%) and the interquartile mean of the 75th–

100th percentile of NDWI (17%) contributed most in reducing model deviance.  

Other significant metrics included the interquartile mean of the 50th and 90th 

percentiles of NIR reflectance (10%), the interquartile mean of the 50th–90th 
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percentile NDWI  (9%), the interquartile mean of the 75th–90th percentile NDWI  

(8%) and the seasonal mean of NDWI  (8%).   A third tier of metrics included the 

seasonal mean of NIR (5%), slope (4%), and the interquartile mean of the 50th–90th 

percentile of NIR binned on NDVI (3%).  From the total of 750 metrics evaluated, the 

first 29 metrics explained 90% of the root deviance decrease. The results from the 

tree models illustrate the importance of NIR-based ratios in identifying wheat 

phenology. 

Our results demonstrate the utility of Landsat time-series data in quantifying 

wheat extent in a landscape characterized by small field sizes and high crop diversity.  

Winter Rabi crop cover is dominated by wheat, facilitating its characterization.  We 

found other cover types, particularly clover, to be associated with errors of 

commission. Omission errors were largely related to landscape complexity, 

specifically mixed cropping.  For example, wheat crops within mango orchards were 

largely omitted. Overall, our map-based and sample-based results are within 10% of 

the official statistics for crop area and yield.  This strengthens the view that Landsat 

time-series characterization of wheat cover could be a first source for within-growing 

season wheat assessment and estimation.  The approach could easily complement the 

conventional “Village List Frame” method used by the CRS of Punjab by providing 

an interim assessment in lieu of the more field-intensive and delayed CRS reporting.  

Timely information on wheat production can support key decisions regarding wheat 

management, transportation, and storage.  The results from the Landsat classification 

can be reliably used for making decisions on disposal of stock in case of surplus 
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production or importing in case of lower production, ultimately reducing risks of 

wheat shortage and ensuring food security.   

The field-based sampling validated the Landsat time-series wall-to-wall 

classification of wheat and not-wheat map.  A more intensive application of stratified 

field-based estimation, guided by Landsat, is a promising research topic.  Also, 

incorporating very high spatial resolution imagery, such as RapidEye 5m pixel-1 data, 

would be another promising area of investigation.  Landsat-based maps could serve as 

a crop indicator to guide allocation of field samples and/or very high spatial 

resolution imagery acquisitions to further reduce the uncertainty of cultivated wheat 

area estimation in regions like Punjab.  

Very high spatial resolution imagery could explain the impacts of field size 

and mixed cropping methods on errors in the Landsat-based product.  Subsequent 

efforts could be calibrated to account for such errors in the operational use of freely 

available Landsat data.  The Landsat-like spectral bandwidths of the Sentinel 2 

satellites (Drusch et al. 2012) promise a further enrichment of freely available, 

systematically acquired, medium spatial resolution, time-series multispectral data. In 

particular, the 10m red and NIR bands and 20m SWIR bands of Sentinel 2 may 

increase wheat mapping accuracy. Our results highlight the utility of the NIR band for 

Rabi season wheat mapping, particularly in combination with red and SWIR bands; 

the NDVI and NDWI indices were the most valuable in characterizing wheat cover. 
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1.6. Conclusion 

Exhaustive use of available Landsat data for the 2013–2014 Rabi (winter) 

growing season in the Punjab province of Pakistan resulted in a wheat map that 

corresponds closely to official statistics and field validation data.  The presented 

method has advantages over the currently used “Village List Frame” method, 

particularly in the possibility of delivering actionable cultivated area data at or near 

the end of the growing season. Because the method uses freely available data and can 

be applied before wheat crop harvest, it potentially has high value for decision 

support systems concerning wheat production and trade.  Specifically, wheat crop 

management, storage and transportation arrangements, decisions on exports and 

imports of wheat grain and food security can be facilitated using the results from the 

demonstrated method if implemented at or near the end of the Rabi season. 

Finally, the use of all available Landsat data to create a feature space 

appropriate for large area crop type mapping was demonstrated, building upon 

previous forest extent and change mapping efforts. For countries without robust 

geospatial survey data or those seeking more timely data on crop extent, national-

scale mapping using Landsat data is a viable option. Testing Landsat data in other 

agricultural landscapes and characterizing different crop types should be a focus of 

future research.  
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Chapter 3:Evaluating Landsat and RapidEye data for Winter 

Wheat Mapping and Area Estimation in Punjab, Pakistan 

1.7. Introduction 

Coarse and medium resolution remote sensing data have advantages over 

high-resolution data due to their spatial coverage, temporal resolution, and 

availability at near real time (Junior et al. 2014). For large-scale fields (>50 ha) in 

intensively managed commercial landscapes, Landsat has proven to be sufficient for 

accurate mapping of crop type (King et al. 2017, Song et al. 2017). However, the use 

of medium spatial resolution remote sensing data for crop characterization in finer-

scale land tenure systems, such as found in Punjab in Pakistan, is challenged by a 

supposed preponderance of mixed pixels (Carfagna and Gallego 2005) that results in 

higher uncertainty of area estimates and lower map accuracy (Dempewolf et al. 2014, 

Khan et al. 2016). Spatial resolution (pixel size for digital data) determines the area of 

the smallest separate field that can be identified (Mulla 2013), which is significant for 

land tenure systems such as those found in Punjab, where the average field size is 5.6 

ha (GoPakistan 2010). One way to improve the performance of medium spatial 

resolution data is to integrate it with high spatial resolution commercial imagery. 

High-resolution data provide more spatially detailed observations of complicated land 

tenure systems, thereby potentially improving map accuracies. Areal extent of 

temporally frequent growing season imagery for high spatial resolution data is still 

limited, despite recent progress (Zheng et al. 2016). More importantly, the cost of 

commercial data limits their general use. In this study, we tested the integration of 

available growing season RapidEye images (5 m) and Landsat 30 m data for Punjab 

https://modis.gsfc.nasa.gov/sci_team/pubs/abstract_new.php?id=80809132
https://modis.gsfc.nasa.gov/sci_team/pubs/abstract_new.php?id=80809132
https://modis.gsfc.nasa.gov/sci_team/pubs/abstract_new.php?id=80809132
https://modis.gsfc.nasa.gov/sci_team/pubs/abstract_new.php?id=80809132
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province in Pakistan for winter wheat mapping. Accurate within-season area 

estimation of cultivated wheat (Khan et al. 2016) is crucial to pre-harvest decision 

making on transportation, storage, and trade (WB and FAO 2011). The Crop 

Reporting Service (CRS) of the Agriculture Department of Punjab has the mandate to 

produce official wheat area and production data in support of policy decisions. CRS 

uses a labor intensive “area list frame” sampling approach to generate crop statistics 

months after wheat harvest (Verma et al. 2011, Heremans et al. 2011), reducing the 

utility of the data for quick policy and market responses (WB and FAO 2011, 

Atzberger 2013). An alternative approach to overcome the challenges of timely 

reporting (Akhtar 2012, Yao et al. 2013, GoPakistan 2010) and accurate estimation 

(Dempewolf et al. 2014, Khan et al. 2016) of wheat cultivated area is needed. Khan et 

al. ( (2016) employed 30 m Landsat data to characterize wheat in Punjab using a 

classification tree algorithm, which yielded an overall accuracy of 76%. With the 

focus to improve map accuracy in the context of Punjab’s small field, multiple 

cropping agriculture system, we evaluated the use of high spatial resolution 

commercial data as a training data source for Landsat-scale mapping. The objectives 

were to: (1) Evaluate which type of training data (continuous versus categorical) and 

which type of wheat map (per cent wheat versus binary wheat / no wheat) produced 

the best accuracy; and (2) evaluate the benefit of the maps when the maps are used for 

the purpose of reducing standard errors of wheat area estimates derived from the field 

sample. The first objective focuses on the common problem of how to produce the 

most accurate map, whereas the second objective focuses on a practical use of a map 

which is to provide auxiliary information for increasing precision of area estimates. 
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Following good practice guidance (Olofsson et al. 2014), we implemented a 

probability sampling design to obtain in situ reference data to assess the accuracy of 

the wheat maps. Antecedent crop type maps were used to stratify the study area into 

high, medium and low strata for use in selecting the sample (Khan et al. 2016, Song 

et al. 2017, King et al. 2017). We also used these field sample data to estimate wheat 

area for the 2014–2015 growing season. In our area estimation method, the maps are 

used as auxiliary information incorporated in what is called a “difference estimator”. 

We posited that the more accurate map product would yield a greater reduction in 

standard error of the wheat area estimate derived from the field sample. This part of 

our study was designed to assess if sub-pixel per cent wheat cover, enabled by high-

resolution training data from RapidEye, would serve as better auxiliary information 

for purposes of reducing the standard error of the area estimate of wheat compared to 

auxiliary information in the form of a categorical wheat/no wheat map. 

1.8. Materials and Methods 

1.8.1. Study Area 

Punjab is the most populated province of Pakistan with 56% of the total 

population and is the second largest in terms of land area with 205,344 km2 (figure 

3.1). The province, with 12.4 million hectares (Mha) of cultivated area, is considered 

the bread basket for Pakistan (SUPARCO 2012). During Rabi season (December–

April) of 2014–2015, official reported area of winter wheat equalled 6.98 million 

hectares (CRS 2015). The province is divided into three major agro-ecological zones: 

(1) the Potohar plateau in the north with rain-fed agriculture, accounting for 10% of 

the total agricultural area of the province (Qasim 2012); (2) the arid desert and semi-
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desert in the south and central region of the province with little agricultural 

production; and (3) the main irrigated crop growing region of Indus basin 

(SUPARCO 2012). Punjab province produces wheat and other staple food (Ministry 

of Finance 2014, Khan et al. 2016, Dempewolf et al. 2014) to ensure food security of 

over 200 million people (Jabeen et al. 2015, GoPakistan 2017) and contributes 

significantly to region’s economic development (Branca et al. 2011). The livelihoods 

of approximately 66% of the rural communities in Pakistan are associated with 

agriculture (Dempewolf et al. 2013). 

 

Figure 3.1. Map of the study area, Punjab Province (Pakistan). 
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1.8.2. Data and Methods 

 Remotely Sensed Data 

In this research, time-series of Landsat 30-m per pixel data and single-date 5-

m per pixel RapidEye imagery were used. Given that Landsat data are freely 

available, all Landsat images within the Rabi winter wheat growing season of 2014–

2015 were downloaded and used to generate 750 multi-temporal spectral metrics. 

Nine RapidEye images from the peak of the growing season were purchased from the 

data provider. RapidEye images cover 20% of the province area. 

i Landsat Data 

The Landsat imagery for the Rabi growing season starting in December 2014 

and ending in March 2015 were used to create a set of multi-temporal spectral metrics 

for mapping wheat in Punjab. A total of 307 level 1 terrain corrected (L1T) images 

from 20 WRS2 path/rows (figure 3.2) were used including 160 Landsat 8 OLI and 

147 Landsat 7 ETM+ scenes. 
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Figure 3.2. Landsat data volumes used in this study. 

Four spectral bands, including red (0.626–0.693 µm), near infrared (NIR; 

0.776–0.904 µm), and short wave infrared (SWIR1; 1.567–1.784 µm and SWIR2; 

2.097–2.349 µm) were used as input data from the Landsat 7 ETM+ images. For the 

Landsat 8 OLI images, the corresponding bands were used: red (0.630–0.680 µm), 

NIR (0.845–0.885 µm), SWIR1 (1.560–1.660 µm), and SWIR2 (2.100–2.300 µm). 

The shorter wavelength visible blue and green spectral bands were not employed due 

to their greater sensitivity to atmospheric effects (Ouaidrari and Vermote 1999). 

Thermal infrared bands (ETM+ 10.40–12.50 µm and TIRS 10.60–11.19 µm) were 

used for multi-temporal spectral metrics production (see below), but were not 

included as variables for mapping. Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) 

(Tucker 1979) and Normalized Difference Water Index (NDWI) (Gao 1996) values 

were calculated for all observations as inputs to generate metrics (Khan et al. 2016), 

which were created using all cloud-free Landsat observations within the wheat 
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growing season. These multi-temporal spectral metrics were designed to capture 

spatial and reflectance variations within the wheat growing season and facilitate large 

area mapping (Potapov et al. 2012). 

Multi-spectral data for each Landsat image were initially converted to top-of-

atmosphere reflectance (Chander et al. 2009). Reflectance data were then normalized 

using Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) top-of-canopy 

reflectance data composite as a normalization target (Potapov et al. 2012). To create 

the cloud-free growing season MODIS reference data, all 16-day MODIS composites 

from 2000 through 2011 were ranked by NDVI value. Using 16-day composites 

corresponding to NDVI ranks between 50th and 90th percentile, we calculated mean 

surface reflectance for each spectral band. For individual Landsat image the per-pixel 

difference between top-of-atmosphere spectral reflectance and MODIS surface 

reflectance composite was used to (i) apply reflectance bias adjustment, which largely 

accounted for atmospheric scattering; and (ii) apply a cross-track adjustment to 

account for effects of surface anisotropy. To perform the cross-track adjustment, the 

reflectance bias was modeled as a function of sensor view angle per band; the derived 

relationship was then to apply bias adjustment to all pixels of the Landsat image. The 

radiometric normalization algorithm reduced between and within image reflectance 

differences caused by variation in atmospheric conditions, dates and surface 

reflectance anisotrophy (Hansen et al. 2008). Using the method from (Potapov et al. 

2012), quality assessment codes were assigned to each pixel to reflect its probability 

to be a cloud-free land or water observation. 
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All viable observations within the defined study period were aggregated and 

used to derive a set of spectral-statistical derivations called multi-temporal spectral 

metrics. Metrics represent a generic feature space that facilitate large area mapping 

and have been used extensively with Advanced Very High-resolution Radiometer 

(AVHRR) and MODIS data (Hansen and DeFries 2004, Chang et al. 2007) and more 

recently with Landsat data (Khan et al. 2016, Potapov et al. 2012). Landsat-based 

metrics are calculated between a start and end date without direct relation to the day 

of the year, in this case the Rabi growing season of December, January and February 

(Figure 3.3). Multi-temporal spectral metrics are statistical derivations of all good 

quality assessed pixels and have been shown to capture salient phenological 

information for mapping land cover (DeFries et al. 1995, Reed et al. 1994). Landsat-

based metrics enable mapping the same crop type within a broad geographic context 

and over large regions (Pittman et al. 2010, Chang et al. 2007). Using metrics instead 

of single-date images allowed us to create a complete, wall-to-wall dataset without 

observation gaps, which is well suited for regional classification. To create a set of 

multi-temporal spectral metrics, we ranked all cloud-free Landsat observations per 

pixel corresponding to (i) band reflectance value; (ii) NDVI value; (iii) NDWI value; 

and (iv) brightness temperature value. For each spectral band and ranking method, 

minimal, 10th, 25th, 50th, 75th, and 90th percentile, and maximal values were 

recorded as a set of metrics. In addition, we calculated and recorded mean reflectance 

for all values between minimum and 10th percentile, minimal and 25th, 10th and 

25th, 25th and 50th, 50th and 75th, 25th and 75th, 10th and 50th, 75th and maximal, 

90th percentile and maximal, 10th and 90th percentile, and minimal and maximal 
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values for each band and ranking. Multi-temporal spectral metrics allowed us to 

collect spectral information corresponding to major phenological stages (e.g., peak of 

growing season, warmest time of year, etc.). In addition to metrics, time-sequential 

monthly composites for December to March were created based on a median value 

taken from all cloud/shadow-free observations within each calendar month to 

facilitate image interpretation and assignment of training data. 

 
Figure 3.3. Median growing season Landsat metrics for SWIR (1.6 µm), NIR, and RED in r-g-b. 
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ii RapidEye Data 

RapidEye, a constellation of five satellites, delivers high spatial resolution 

data (Stoll et al. 2012) that enable fine scale mapping (Arnette et al. 2015). RapidEye 

5 m spatial resolution 1B images acquired between January and March 2015 were 

procured. From available RapidEye data collections during the Rabi season of 2015, nine 

images within the peak and end of the growing season were used in this study (Table 

3.1). Images collected during the peak of growing season were most useful for crop 

type interpretation (figure 3.4). Late growing season images provided enough 

information for crop identification even though wheat crops were ripe in the southern 

part of the province. Images outside of the mid-January to late March interval were 

not useful in separating wheat from other land cover (Atzberger and Rembold 2013). 

Table 3. 1: RapidEye data used in development of winter wheat training data. 

Sr. # RapidEye Image Acquisition Date Image ID Season 

1. 16 January 2015 23434141_326753 Early growth stage 

2. 31 January 2015 23433903_326754 Before peak season 

3. 09 February 2015 23433753_326753 Peak growing season 

4. 20 February 2015 23434179_326753 Peak growing season 

5. 18 March 2015 23434146_326755 Late growing season 

6. 18 March 2015 23434725_326754 Late growing season 

7. 20 March 2015 23434185_326753 Late growing season 

8. 25 March 2015 23433892_326753 Before harvest 

9. 25 March 2015 23433908_326754 Before harvest 

 

The RapidEye data were resampled to a 5 m raster grid nested to Landsat 30 

m pixels. All spectral bands (blue, 0.44–0.51 μm; green, 0.52−0.59 μm; red, 

0.63−0.69 μm; red edge, 0.69−0.73 μm; and NIR, 0.76−0.85 μm) were used as inputs 

to classification. Three spectral bands (red, red edge and NIR) were used for visual 

interpretation of wheat crops. The red edge band sensitivity to chlorophyll content 

(Crnojevic et al. 2014) was a useful input in facilitating wheat cover identification 
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(Schuster et al. 2012). The RapidEye data were used to derive per pixel per cent 

wheat area and per pixel categorical wheat/no wheat training data for the respective 

regression and classification tree analyses. 

 

Figure 3.4. Locations of RapidEye growing season images. 
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iii Topographic Data 

Topographic data were also used as independent variables, including 

elevation, slope and aspect. These layers were computed from 30 m spatial resolution 

void–filled seamless Digital Elevation Model (DEM) derived from the National 

Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Shuttle Radar Topography Mission 

(SRTM) (downloaded from CGIAR-CSI: http://srtm.csi.cgiar.org). 

 Wheat Mapping: Regression and Classification Trees 

We related the 5 m RapidEye multispectral data to visually derived 

categorical training data via a bagged decision tree algorithm to obtain wheat/no 

wheat maps at the 5 m spatial resolution within each image footprint (figure 3.5). The 

individual 5 m RapidEye classifications were aggregated and resampled to 30 m 

spatial resolution by calculating the per cent of 5 m wheat pixels within each 30 m 

output cell. The 30 m Landsat multi-temporal spectral metrics were related to 30 m 

RapidEye-derived categorical and per cent wheat-training data via respective bagged 

classification and regression tree models (Breiman 1996, Hansen et al. 1996, Potapov 

et al. 2012, Bwangoy et al. 2013, Khan et al. 2016). The classification and regression 

tree software implemented by our research group follows the algorithm described by 

(Ripley 1996). Classification trees employ an entropy measure, referred to as 

deviance, to split a multi-dimensional space of dependent variables into successively 

more homogeneous subsets (Hansen et al. 2011). In regression trees, a sum of squares 

criterion is used to split the independent variables into successively less varying 

subsets of a continuous variable (Hansen et al. 2011). The best univariate split that 

yields the maximum reduction in entropy or variability is selected to build the 

classification or regression tree model, respectively (Hansen et al. 2011). We 
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terminated each classification or regression tree when additional splits decreased 

model deviance or variability by less than 0.001 of the deviance of the total training 

set population (Bwangoy et al. 2010, Bwangoy et al. 2013, Breiman et al. 1984, 

Hansen et al. 2002). To further avoid over fitting, we used a set of seven bagged tree 

models, each derived from a 20% random sample of training pixels. Each 

classification tree yielded a per pixel probability of wheat cover class membership, 

and each regression tree yielded a per pixel per cent wheat cover estimate (figure 3.5). 

For both the classification and regression tree models, the per-pixel median of the 

seven model outputs was selected as the final result (Potapov et al. 2012). To derive 

the categorical wheat classification (from the regression tree output), the pixel was 

labelled as wheat if the median value from the seven regression tree outputs was 

equal to or greater than 50%. 
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Figure3.5. Flow chart of the research. 

 RapidEye-Derived Training Data 

The nine RapidEye images procured for Punjab Pakistan from January, 

February and March were visualized as false color composites of NIR, red edge and 

red spectral bands. The training data for the RapidEye images consisted of manually 

labelled wheat and non-wheat pixels with visual image-interpretation of each image 

based on spectral properties and landscape context (Hansen et al. 2008, Potapov et al. 

2012). The selection of training data was made in light of wheat phenology in 

Pakistan, following the crop calendar (SUPARCO 2012) and previous work (Becker-

Reshef et al. 2010, Khan et al. 2016, Dempewolf et al. 2014). To account for the 

heterogeneity within the not-wheat class, the training sample size of the not-wheat 
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class dominated the sample size of the wheat class. The training data were augmented 

following successive classification iterations with output products manually checked 

using RapidEye images, Landsat composites, Google Earth™ high-resolution 

imagery and a priori knowledge of the area. The results were aggregated to 30 m per 

pixel per cent wheat values. The 30 m continuous training data set consisted of 46 

million pixels covering approximately 20% of the total area of Punjab province 

(figure 3.6). 

 

Figure 3.6. RapidEye-derived per cent wheat training data. 
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 Landsat-Derived Map Products 

The 30 m continuous and categorical training data derived from the RapidEye 

imagery were used to create four wheat maps for Punjab (figure 3.6). Map 1, the 30 m 

per cent wheat per pixel map produced by relating the RapidEye derived 30 m 

continuous training data to 30 m Landsat multi-temporal spectral metrics. Map 2 was 

a 30 m binary wheat/no wheat classification derived from the per cent wheat map 

(Map 1) with a per pixel threshold labelled as wheat if the per cent wheat value 

exceeded 50%. From categorical training data, we produced two wheat/no wheat 

classifications. Map 3 was a 30 m binary classification derived using training data 

based on a 50% wheat/no wheat threshold defined for all RapidEye-derived training 

pixels at 30 m scale. Map 4, was a second binary classification map produced using 

only 30 m per cent wheat RapidEye-derived training pixels that were either ≥75% 

(wheat) or ≤25% (no wheat) (figure 3.7). That is, for Map 4 we eliminated those 

pixels from the training data that were ambiguous in regard to whether wheat or not 

wheat. Map 4 represents a map derived from “pure pixel” training data. The wheat 

area for Punjab for each map was calculated simply by summing the area proportion 

of each pixel mapped as wheat in the case of the per cent wheat map or summing the 

area of all pixels mapped as wheat in the case of the categorical wheat/no wheat 

maps. 
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Figure 3.7. Per cent wheat training data of Figure 3.6 thresholded at 25% and 75% to derive 

categorical wheat/no wheat training data set. 
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 In-situ Data for Area Estimation and Map Validation 

To estimate map accuracy and wheat area from the reference classification, an 

independent in situ data set was collected using a stratified two-stage cluster sample. 

An initial population of 2261 blocks, (each block 10 km × 10 km) covering all of 

Punjab was created. Blocks with less than 25% of their area inside the provincial 

boundary of the Punjab were excluded resulting in 105 blocks being removed. Each 

block was assigned to one of three strata based on wheat area as determined from a 

previous Landsat-derived wheat classification for the Punjab produced by (Khan et al. 

2016). These three strata were employed: low wheat (blocks with 0–22% wheat), 

medium wheat (22–47%) and high wheat cover (>47%) . These strata boundaries 

were selected so that the low wheat stratum represented half of the population (i.e., 

the low wheat boundary was the median wheat per cent cover of the population of 

blocks), the high wheat stratum included the blocks with the greatest wheat cover so 

that the total area of wheat in the high stratum represented 50% of all wheat area of 

the map used to create the stratification, and the medium wheat stratum had all 

remaining blocks not assigned to the low or high wheat strata. The purpose of the 

stratification was to form strata that were internally relatively homogeneous but with 

blocks in different strata having different wheat per cent cover and to capture the 

diversity in wheat crop across the province. From the population of 2156 blocks, 

1035 were assigned to the low stratum, 680 to the medium stratum, and 441 to the 

high stratum.  

Considering logistical constraints in field data collection and recognizing 

spatial and phenological variation in wheat crop across Punjab, seven sample 10 km × 

10 km blocks from each stratum were randomly selected. The rationale for allocating 
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equal effort to the three strata was to quantify the full range of different wheat 

densities, particularly given the small total sample size due to the high cost of field 

data collection. If proportional allocation had been used, the low wheat stratum would 

have received the largest sample size. We did not believe the effort spent in the low 

stratum would have been beneficial. Within each selected sample block, we used 

simple random sampling to select ten 30 m pixels for field visit (figure 3.8). The 

sample pixels that fell outside of the provincial boundary (5 sample pixels total) were 

not visited resulting in a total of 205 sample pixels visited of the 210 sample pixels 

selected from the 21 sample blocks. 

For each sampled pixel, we quantified the proportion of wheat area in the 

field. For non-cropland land cover, we incorporated information from Google Earth™ 

in interpreting cover such as trees and built-up area. The percentage of wheat in each 

of the sampled pixels, as observed in the field, was recorded. Error matrices for the 

four maps were calculated using wheat per cent for the sampled pixels from the field 

(i.e., the reference data) compared to the continuous and binary wheat 

characterizations (i.e., the wheat maps). Because the reference value was the 

proportion of wheat area within each sample pixel, the error matrix cell entries were 

quantified differently from the more typical case in which the reference data represent 

a hard classification (i.e., proportion of wheat is 0 or 1). The formulas for estimating 

accuracy of the different maps and for estimating area of wheat based on the field 

interpretations are those presented as appendix in (Potapov et al. 2014). 

Olofsson et al. (Olofsson et al. 2014) noted the value of using the reference 

sample data as the basis for estimating area. We examined two approaches for 
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estimating wheat area from the field sample data. In the first approach, we estimated 

area using only the sample interpretations (i.e., we did not use information from the 

four wheat maps in the estimator of area). This approach is sometimes called a “direct 

estimator” because the estimate is directly from only the field sample data. However, 

it is generally possible to reduce the standard error of the area estimate relative to the 

direct estimator by incorporating information from the wheat maps. In this study, we 

used a “difference estimator” (Sarndal et al. 1992) for this purpose. The difference 

estimator is applied to the stratified two-state cluster sampling design and (Appendix 

in (Potapov et al. 2014)) provides the specific formulas for the difference estimator 

and its estimated standard error. The starting point for the difference estimator is the 

total area mapped as wheat from one of the four maps produced. Because the wheat 

map has classification error, the total area based on the map is expected to be biased. 

We can remove that bias using the reference sample data, specifically the difference 

between the proportion of area of wheat (for each sampled pixel) from the map and 

the proportion of area according to the reference data. A sample estimate of the bias 

adjustment of mapped wheat area is then obtained. Because the complete coverage 

wheat map is used in the difference estimator of wheat area, we expect the map 

information to translate into smaller uncertainty of the wheat area estimate. The 

standard error of the difference estimator or wheat area provides quantitative 

evidence for the reduction in uncertainty achieved. We produced four area estimates 

using the difference estimator, one for each of the four wheat maps (the reference 

sample data are the same for all four estimates). The four area estimates produced 

using the difference estimator will depend on the wheat map incorporated in the 
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difference estimator. The standard errors of the estimates indicate how much benefit 

was gained by using each map in the difference estimator of area, and we can also 

assess the value of the maps by comparing the standard error of the difference 

estimates to the standard error of the direct estimate. Smaller standard errors are 

preferable. 

 

Figure 3.8. Stratified random sample blocks and sample pixels from Punjab. 
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In addition to the sample-based validation of the wheat maps based on the in 

situ reference data, we performed an inter-comparison of wheat area estimates with 

the wheat crop forecasts of Punjab Crop Reporting Service (CRS) using their crop 

reporting system (CRS 2015) and wheat area estimates from Space and Upper 

Atmosphere Research Commission  (SUPARCO 2015). Provincial and district level 

wheat area data from the CRS were compared to our wheat maps for district-level 

area comparison. These estimates were used as auxiliary information available for 

validation of our mapped wheat area estimates for the province. 

1.9. Results 

1.9.1. Intercomparison of Wheat Area Estimates 

The direct sample estimate of the total area of wheat in the Punjab based on 

the field sample data was 7.17 Mha for the 2014–2015 Rabi growing season. By 

comparison, the total area of cultivated wheat in Punjab estimated from the four 

difference estimators (i.e., a difference estimator was produced using each of the four 

wheat maps as the auxiliary data) varied from 7.25 Mha to 7.76 Mha (figure 3.9), 

indicating that the general effect of the difference estimator was to increase the 

estimated area relative to the direct estimator that incorporated no map information. 

Although we have a small sample size, both the Landsat maps and CRS wheat 

estimates were within the 95% confidence interval of the field-based estimate (figure 

3.9). Of all map-based area estimates, Landsat trained with first and last quartile 

RapidEye classification data was closest to the CRS estimate (Table 3.2). 

The difference estimator increased the total wheat area relative to the direct 

estimator, and with one exception, the difference estimator reduced the standard error 
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relative to the direct estimator. Incorporating the wheat map information via the 

difference estimator reduced the standard error of the area estimate to approximately 

80% of the standard error of 1.08 Mha obtained for the direct estimate that does not 

incorporate the wheat map information. Consequently, a substantial reduction in 

standard error can be achieved by incorporating information from the wheat map into 

the sample-based estimate of wheat area. 

 

Figure 3.9. Wheat area estimates from field data, the four RapidEye-trained Landsat-derived map 

products, and official data from CRS and SUPARCO. For the Landsat-derived map products, both the 

map pixel counts and difference estimator results are shown. Uncertainties of ±1 standard error are 

shown for the area estimates derived from the probability sample of field (in situ) data. 

1.9.2. Accuracy of the Wheat Maps 

The four wheat maps produced from the RapidEye training data are shown in 

figure 3.10. The overall accuracies of the four wheat maps were relatively similar 

ranging from 87% to 90% (Table 3.2). User’s accuracies of wheat were generally 
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higher than producer’s accuracies for wheat for the four map products indicating that 

omission error of wheat was generally more problematic than commission error of 

wheat. 

District-level wheat area from the CRS final wheat report for 2014–2015 was 

compared to our map products in figure 3.11. The r2 values for our four map products 

do not reveal a performance difference, whether using sub-pixel training and per cent 

wheat mapping (Map 1) or homogeneous wheat/no wheat training for wheat 

classification (Map 4). Results suggest that commercially acquired high-resolution 

data as a training input have no advantage over classical methods of training pure 

pixels into categorical classes. For most districts, the map estimates agreed with the 

CRS estimates except for the Rahim Yar Khan district, which is a desert zone. The 

map products showed higher wheat acreage than the CRS estimate for this district. 
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Figure 3.10. Results of the four wheat maps classified from Landsat time-series data and using 30 m 

training data derived from RapidEye. (Map 1) Per cent wheat map; (Map 2) 50% thresholded per cent 

wheat map; (Map 3) Binay wheat map derived with RapidEye categorical training; (Map 4) binary 

wheat map derived with training ≤25% and ≥75%. 
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Table 3. 2: Comparison of accuracies of four map products, two derived using continuous training data 

and two derived using wheat/no-wheat training data, along with final area estimates 

Map Product 

Overall 

Accuracy 

(%) (SE) 

User Accuracy (%) Producer Accuracy (%) Wheat Area (Mha) 

from Difference 

Estimator (Standard 

Error) 

Wheat 

(SE) 

No-

Wheat 

(SE) 

Wheat 

(SE) 

No-Wheat 

(SE) 

Continuous map of per cent wheat 

derived from RapidEye per cent wheat 

training (Map 1) 

88 (4) 87 (3) 89 (5) 79 (9) 94 (2) 7.31 (0.83) 

Binary map of wheat/no wheat derived 

from continuous wheat map thresholded 

at 50% (Map 2) 

90 (4) 90 (3) 90 (5) 80 (8) 95 (2) 7.41 (1.13) 

Binary map of wheat/no wheat derived 

from wheat/no wheat RapidEye training 

thresholded at 50% (Map 3) 

90 (4) 91 (3) 90 (5) 81 (8) 96 (2) 7.76 (0.82) 

Binary map of wheat/no wheat derived 

from yes/no RapidEye training 

thresholded at 25% and 75% (Map 4) 
87 (4) 84 (5) 88 (6) 77 (8) 92 (2) 7.25 (0.85) 

 

Figure 3.11. District-level wheat area from Landsat-based wheat maps and CRS wheat area estimates 

for Punjab. 

1.10. Discussion 

The four wheat maps we produced for Punjab, demonstrated relatively similar 

overall, user’s and producer’s accuracies supporting the idea that 30 m wheat/no 

wheat mapping was a viable approach, and a key advantage of such an approach is 
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that it can be implemented without the expense or processing of high-resolution 

commercial data. We employed the same training data pool in all cases, from per cent 

wheat per pixel training data to a subset of only pure yes/no training data ( 25% and 

≥75% test). Our other key objective was to determine the benefit of the different 

wheat maps when used for the purpose of reducing the standard error of sample-based 

wheat area estimate. Specifically, we compared the standard errors when each map 

was incorporated in a difference estimator of wheat area. The pure pixel map (i.e., 

Map 4) combined with the difference estimator yielded a standard error of 0.85 Mha, 

which was nearly the same as the standard error of 0.82 Mha achieved by the per cent 

wheat map used in the difference estimator. For the purpose of reducing the standard 

error of the area estimate, the per cent wheat map was not substantially better than the 

wheat/no wheat map, so based on this case study, the evidence does not indicate 

additional value is gained by producing the per cent wheat map. Moreover, 

incorporating the wheat/no wheat map in the difference estimator of wheat area 

substantially reduced the standard error relative to the standard error (1.08 Mha) of 

the direct estimator (the direct estimator is what would be used if we had no wheat 

map). Therefore, we can conclude that an image analyst with experience in 

identifying winter wheat cover could create a wheat/no wheat map that would yield a 

substantial reduction (nearly 20%) in standard error for the area estimate of wheat 

based in the field sample data. 

An analysis of specific map errors based on comparison to field data revealed 

some of the complexity of the Punjab agricultural landscape. Many of the omission 

errors were for wheat under orchards, which is a fundamental limitation, not easily 
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overcome using satellite data. Other omission errors were in rain-fed wheat 

production areas of semi-arid environments due to the lack of dense wheat cover and 

a higher contribution of soil background reflectance. Commission errors were 

associated with other winter crops, such as clover (Khan et al. 2016). While landscape 

heterogeneity impacted map accuracies less, factors such as crop type, intercropping, 

and intensification also reduced overall accuracies. It is these kinds of mapping 

limitations that require the combined use of the map with field data to achieve precise 

area estimates. 

Figure 3.12 shows the three metrics that contributed most to the decision tree 

models estimating wheat cover, illustrating the importance of longer wavelengths in 

characterizing wheat. Figure 3.13 shows full-resolution subsets of RapidEye and 

Landsat input data and wheat maps. Differences in spatial resolution between 

RapidEye and Landsat imagery are clearly evident. However, the per cent wheat map 

products derived from the aggregated 5 m wheat/no wheat training data exhibited a 

discrete appearance made up of largely 100% wheat and 100% no wheat at 30 m 

training cells. Results from Landsat (figure 3.13e–h) were visually congruent with the 

training data and each other. Given that Punjab is characterized by relatively fine-

scale land tenure, there is an expectation that mixed pixels would challenge crop 

characterization using medium spatial resolution data such as Landsat (30 m). For 

example, SUPARCO, the Space and Upper Atmosphere Research Commission of 

Pakistan, employs high spatial resolution SPOT 5 m data for mapping crops due to 

this fact. However, our results show that winter wheat is a fairly homogeneous land 

cover target. When examining spatial contiguity of 100% wheat pixels from our per 
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cent wheat map, we found an effective field size of 42 ha. The spatial contiguity of 

cultivated winter wheat was also evident in the 5 m RapidEye data. Figure 3.14 

illustrates the histogram of 5 m wheat/no wheat training data aggregated to 30 m 

spatial resolution, compared to predicted 30 m per cent wheat. Despite the fine-scale 

land tenure, winter wheat was such a dominant crop that 30 m data captured it as a 

largely wheat/no wheat categorical (binary) theme. Crop diversity in the Kharif 

(summer monsoon) season is much greater and may require sub-pixel or finer-scale 

categorical characterizations. However, for winter wheat, Landsat was a sufficient 

input. 

The demonstrated approach could easily complement the conventional 

“Village List Frame” method used by the Crop Reporting Service of Punjab by 

providing an interim assessment in lieu of the more field-intensive and delayed CRS 

reporting. Less intensive field sampling, guided by an in-season wheat/no wheat map 

could provide timely information on wheat production and support key decisions 

regarding wheat management, transportation and storage. The delayed results from 

the standard CRS method preclude such timely decision making. Importantly, such a 

capability can be implemented using freely available Landsat data, making the 

approach a cost-effective improvement for pre-harvest policy decision making. 
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Figure 3.12. Composite of the top three Landsat metrics used to estimate wheat cover: mean of SWIR 

(1.6 µm) reflectance values between the 10th and 50th percentile ranked by thermal reflectance values 

(in Red), mean of NIR reflectance values between the 10th and 50th percentile ranked by thermal 

reflectance values (in Green), and the mean of the last three NDWI reflectance values (in Blue). 
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Figure 3.13. Top row: (a) RapidEye false color composite of red-NIR-red edge data; (b) wheat/no 

wheat 5 m map (green = wheat, yellow = no wheat); and (c) per cent wheat from 5 m map aggregated 

to 30 m spatial resolution. Middle row: (d) Landsat false color composite of red-NIR-SWIR (1.6 µm);  

(e) per cent wheat from Landsat; and (f) wheat/no wheat map of per cent wheat thresholded at 50%. 

Bottom row: (g) wheat/no wheat map from yes/no RapidEye training thresholded at 50%; and (h) 

wheat/no wheat map from yes/no RapidEye training thresholded at 25% and ≥75%. 
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Figure 3.14. Histogram of RapidEye-derived wheat training data aggregated to per cent cover at a 30 

m spatial resolution and Landsat-derived per cent wheat cover for the same grid cells used as training 

data. 

1.11. Conclusions 

Rabi season or winter wheat maps derived from Landsat data for the 2014–

2015 Rabi growing season in the Punjab province of Pakistan correspond closely to 

official statistics and field validation data. The high accuracies of the wheat maps 

supports the utility of the maps for depicting the spatial distribution of wheat and 

potential benefits to the maps for reducing standard error of area estimate when the 

wheat maps are combined with stratified sampling of field data. For many landscapes 

characterized by small field sizes and fine-scale land tenure, an evaluation of freely 

available medium spatial resolution data should be made before presuming that 

commercial high-resolution data are required. Calibration of mapping algorithms 

(training data) can likely be manually created with conventional visual interpretation 

without the need for high-resolution reference imagery. Other landscapes where a 

single crop dominates, such as soybean in northeast China, or paddy rice in parts of 

Southeast Asia, may be similarly characterized. The value of our approach is in the 

comparatively low level of resources needed to implement the method and the ability 
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to derive pre-harvest crop area estimates. For Pakistan, such results are important for 

improving wheat crop management, storage and transportation, as well as decisions 

on exports and imports of wheat grain in addressing food security issues. 
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Chapter 4: An operation automated mapping algorithm to 

facilitate efficient in-season estimation of wheat area for Punjab, 

Pakistan.  

1.12. Introduction 

Smallholder agricultural systems with intensive management practices and 

human activities exhibit rapid change in land cover and land use (Wardlow and 

Egbert 2008). It is difficult in rapidly changing agricultural landscapes to timely and 

accurately predict vital agricultural statistics for effectively managing postharvest 

crop conditions to address food insecurity for dependent populations.  The 

smallholder intensive agricultural landscapes are highly sensitive to a number of 

external pressures including climate impact (Stathers et al. 2013, Zhou et al. 2014, 

Abbasian and Pound 2013, ADB 2009), market dynamics (David 1986, Kahan 2013, 

Kaditi 2012) and management inputs (Morton 2007, Doraiswamy et al. 2003, 

Erickson 1984, Minamiguchi 2005). This sensitivity ultimately adds to food security 

issues of dependent populations. In such systems, accurate and timely crop forecasts 

provide inputs (Khan et al. 2016, Giri and Long 2014) for policy and operational level 

decisions (World Bank 2011). However, conventional crop forecasting statistics are 

labor intensive, expensive and yet mostly result in outputs months after harvest of a 

crop (Verma et al. 2011, Akhtar 2012, Atzberger 2013, Dempewolf et al. 2013). 

Remote sensing provides an alternative to produce quicker and near real time crop 

area forecasts (Dempewolf et al. 2013). It is desirable to produce estimates prior to 
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harvest that could be confidently and reliably used in operational decision making 

(Akhtar 2012, Dempewolf et al. 2013, Bauer 1975).  

Remote sensing studies have proliferated with the availability of civilian earth 

observation satellite sensors (Rogan and Chen 2004), with early applications focused 

on agriculture (Boatwright and Whitefield 1986, Gallego 2004). The continuous 

synoptic coverage of the earth’s physical resources from space (Woodcock et al. 

2008, Wardlow and Egbert 2008, Becker-Reshef et al. 2010) has evolved from low-

resolution remote sensing data to free of charge available medium resolution Landsat 

and Sentinel-2 data, promising more ready inputs for agricultural monitoring. The use 

of medium resolution data such as Landsat is desirable as compared to heritage high 

cadence, low spatial resolution data for agricultural monitoring (Loveland et al. 2000, 

Turner et al. 1995). Improved data volumes from medium spatial resolution Landsat 

and Sentinel-2 data provide the opportunity for large geographic coverage, and 

adequate spatial and temporal resolution for crop characterization (Wardlow and 

Egbert 2008, Khan et al. 2018, Khan et al. 2016, Hansen et al. 2002, Hicke et al. 

2004). The processing of large volumes of data has necessitated the development of 

automated techniques in remote sensing (Adesuyi 2016) and developing methods 

with minimum manual processing in image analysis (Huth et al. 2012). Automation 

of high volumes of remote sensing data with reliable and timely results (Cihlar 2000, 

Defries and Chan 2000, Knorn et al. 2009, Rogan and Chen 2004) can strengthen 

planning and decision support systems and reduce costs (Carfagna 2001). There is a 

clear opportunity for improving the delivery of timely and accurate crop maps, which 

could respond to policy needs and action on the ground in addressing situations 
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arising from food shortages or surpluses (Akhtar 2012, Verma et al. 2011, Khan et al. 

2016, Dempewolf et al. 2014).   

Automation is defined differently depending on the methods and techniques 

used in land cover classification (Asmat and Zamzami 2012, Comber et al. 2004). In 

this study, we view automation as the application of a turn-key, fixed decision tree 

algorithm to classify source Landsat multi-spectral time series metrics into wheat / 

not wheat categories. In this manner, the method is similar to the MODIS Land 

Science Team (Justice et al. 2002) suite of land cover products that rely on standard 

annual MODIS time-series inputs and fixed decision tree algorithms to characterize 

global land cover (Friedl et al. 2002, Hansen, DeFries, Townshend, Sohlberg, et al. 

2002).  Decision trees are efficient in handling noisy or missing data as well as non-

linear relations between features and classes (Giri and Long 2014).  For the presented 

method, training data and imagery from historical years are used to build a model, 

which is then automatically applied to data from subsequent years. 

The overarching objective of this research is to develop an operational process 

for estimating wheat area prior to harvest for Punjab Province, the bread-basket for 

Pakistan. The process relies on an automated within growing season wheat mapping 

model to 1) map prior year wheat extent in order to define strata for allocating the 

sample pixels to be visited in the field, 2) determine presence of wheat at the sample 

field locations, and 3) map current growing season wheat to be used as an auxiliary 

variable in a survey sampling regression estimator (Cochran 1977) to reduce the 

standard error of the wheat area estimate derived from the sampled field data.  The 

automated within growing season mapping of wheat enables the most up to date 
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information of wheat extent to be used in the regression estimation procedure.  In this 

article, we evaluate the accuracy of the automated mapping algorithm based on its 

application to several years of data, and assess the implications of incorporating a 

within-season map to reduce the standard error of the estimated wheat area based on a 

case study sample from 2016. 

1.13. Study area  

Pakistan with its five provinces and one region is eighth in the world by 

production of wheat. Punjab with 205,344 km2 has the second largest land area 

among provinces and provides about 75% of the country’s wheat production (Figure 

4.1, location of Punjab). The province’s 12.4 million hectares (Mha) of cultivated 

land (SUPARO 2012) plays a significant role in ensuring food security for over 207 

million people in the country (GoPakistan 2017, Branca et al. 2011).  The province is 

divided into three major agro-ecological zones: (1) the Potohar plateau in the north 

with rain-fed agriculture, accounting for 10% of the total agricultural area of the 

province (2) the arid desert and semi-desert in the south and central region of the 

province with little agricultural production; and (3) the main irrigated crop growing 

region of Indus basin (Qasim 2012). The province assists economic development of 

Pakistan where about 66% of the rural community is associated with agriculture 

(Dempewolf 2013). The province’s importance for agriculture in Pakistan and in the 

region for wheat production makes it the best candidate for our research. 
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Figure 4.1: The study area, Punjab province in Pakistan.  

1.14. Methods 

1.14.1. Data sets 

The Landsat imagery for the Rabi growing season starting in December and 

ending in March for years 2012-13, 2013-14, 2014-15, 2015-16 and 2016-17 (here 

after referred to as 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, and 2017) were used  to create sets of 

multi-temporal spectral metrics for each year to map wheat in Punjab. A total of 

2,103 level 1 terrain corrected (L1T) images from 20 WRS2 Path and Rows were 

used including 1,003 Landsat 8 OLI and 1,100 Landsat 7 ETM+ scenes (Table 4.1).  
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Table 4.1: Number of Landsat images used in generating  multi-temporal spectral Landsat  metrics 

 

Data 

Year  

Total 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 

Landsat 7 ETM+ 197 211 208 232 252 1100 

Landsat OLI 8 63 228 206 248 258 1003 

Total 260 439 414 480 510 2103 

 

We employed six spectral bands from Landsat 7 ETM+: blue (BLUE 0.45 – 

0.52 µm), green (GREEN 0.52 – 0.60 µm), red: (RED 0.626–0.693 µm), Near 

Infrared (NIR 0.776–0.904 µm), Short-wave Infrared (SWIR1: 1.567–1.784 µm) and 

(SWIR2: 2.097–2.349 µm); Six spectral bands of Landsat 8 OLI, including blue 

(0.450 – 0.453 µm), green (0.525-0.600 µm), red (0.630–0.680 µm), NIR (0.845–

0.885 µm), SWIR1 (1.560–1.660 µm), and SWIR2 (2.100–2.300 µm) and 

corresponding Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) bands,   

band 1 (0.62 – 0.67µm), band 2 (0.841 – 0.876 µm), band 3 (0.459 -0.479 µm), band 

4 (0.545 – 0.565 µm ), band 5 (1.23 – 1.25 µm ), band 6 (1.628 – 1.652 µm ) and 

band 31 ( 10.780 – 11.28 µm ) were used. Thermal infrared bands (ETM+ 10.40–

12.50 µm and TIRS 10.60–11.19 µm) were used for multi-temporal spectral metrics 

production (see below), but were not included as variables for mapping. Normalized 

Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) (Tucker 1979) and Normalized Difference 

Water Index (NDWI) (Gao 1996) values were calculated for all observations as inputs 

to generate metrics (Khan et al. 2016), which were created using all cloud-free 

Landsat observations within the wheat growing season. 

The Landsat multi-spectral data for each year were processed by conversion to 

top-of-atmosphere reflectance (Chander et al. 2009), which were then normalized 
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using MODIS top-of-canopy reflectance data composite as a normalization target 

(Potapov et al. 2012). The per-pixel observation quality assessment was performed 

following the method described in Potapov et al. (2012) to highlight clear-sky 

observations. All clear-sky observations within the defined study period for each of 

the years (2013, 2014, 2015, 2016 and 2017) were aggregated and used to derive a set 

of spectral-statistical derivations called multi-temporal spectral metrics. Metrics 

represent a generic feature space that facilitate large area mapping and have been 

used extensively with Advanced Very High-resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) and 

MODIS data (Hansen and DeFries 2004, Chang et al. 2007) and more recently with 

Landsat data (Khan et al. 2016, Potapov et al. 2012). Landsat-based metrics were 

calculated between a start and end date of the Rabi growing season (December, 

January and February, allowing us to create a feature space corresponding to major 

phenological stages of winter wheat cultivation (e.g., peak of growing season, 

warmest time of year, etc.). 

To create a set of multi-temporal spectral metrics, we ranked all cloud-free 

Landsat observations per pixel corresponding to (i) band reflectance value; (ii) NDVI 

value; (iii) NDWI value; (iv) brightness temperature value. For each spectral band 

and ranking method, minimum, 10th, 25th, 50th, 75th, and 90th percentiles, and 

maximum values were recorded as a set of metrics. In addition, we calculated and 

recorded mean reflectance for all values between the minimum and 10th percentile, 

minimal and 25th, 10th and 25th, 25th and 50th, 50th and 75th, 25th and 75th, 10th 

and 50th, 75th and maximal, 90th percentile and maximal, 10th and 90th percentile, 

and minimal and maximal values for each band and ranking. In addition to metrics, 
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time-sequential monthly composites for December to March were created based on a 

median value taken from all clear-sky observations within each calendar month to 

facilitate image interpretation and assignment of training data. 

Topographic data were also used as independent variables in the wheat 

classification algorithms.  Topographic data included elevation, slope and aspect. 

These layers were computed from 30 m spatial resolution void–filled seamless Digital 

Elevation Model (DEM) derived from the National Aeronautics and Space 

Administration (NASA) Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) (downloaded 

from CGIAR-CSI: http://srtm.csi.cgiar.org). 

1.14.2. Classification algorithm 

The landscape of Punjab has variations in geographic, edaphic and climatic 

factors, crop varieties and management practices (Wardlow et al. 2007, Wardlow 

2006; Wardlow and Edgebert 2008,) that contribute to the complexity of satellite data 

(Sharma 2013) for the province. To characterize wheat in this complex landscape of 

intensive smallholder agriculture, we used a bagged decision tree algorithm (Breiman 

2001, Hansen et al. 1996). The intra-class variability for wheat in Punjab due to 

climate contained in Landsat multi-spectral time series data (hereafter referred to as 

Landsat data), can be effectively handled by non-parametric decision trees that 

operate on thresholds in multi-spectral space (Hansen et al. 2000). Decision trees 

have advantages over conventional classification techniques and produce higher 

classification accuracies (Hansen et al. 1996, Friedl and Brodley 1997) while still able 

to accommodate large datasets (Punia 2011). 

http://srtm.csi.cgiar.org/
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Classification trees employ an entropy measure, referred to as deviance, to 

split multi-dimensional space of dependent variables into successively more 

homogeneous hyper volumes, called nodes.  The best univariate split was sought from 

all independent variables, and the process was repeated until a perfect tree was fit or 

pre-set conditions for termination of tree growth were met.  We terminated each 

classification tree when additional splits decreased model deviance by less than 0.001 

of the deviance of the total training set population (Bwangoy et al. 2010, Bwangoy et 

al. 2013).  To further avoid over fitting, we used a set of seven bagged tree models 

each derived from a 20% random sample of training pixels.  Each tree produced a per 

pixel probability of wheat cover class membership; the per-pixel median of the seven 

model outputs was taken as the result (Potapov et al. 2012).  Wheat was categorized if 

this median value was equal to or greater than 50%. 

1.14.3. Training data for developing automated model  

We derived our training data from pre-existing wheat maps for 2014 (Khan et 

al. 2016) and for 2015 ((map 4 in (Khanet al. 2018)). Original training data for these 

maps were collected on the basis of wheat phenology in Pakistan, following the crop 

calendar (SUPARCO 2012), previous work (Dempewolf et al. 2014, Khan et al. 

2016, Khan et al. 2018) and prior knowledge of the area. For this study, training data 

were taken directly from the existing 2014 and 2015 maps where both agreed on 

wheat and no wheat extent. Limited manual training was performed in areas where 

the two maps exhibited differences in wheat extent.  Water bodies were masked out 

during data preparation and compositing using the water mask from the Global Forest 

Cover Change product (Hansen and Loveland 2012). 
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1.14.4. Map products from the automated model 

The training data were related to 2014 and 2015 Landsat growing season 

metrics in order to derive a model that could then be applied to the same metrics from 

other years.  For this study, the automated model derived from the 2014 and 2015 

Landsat metrics was applied to 2013, 2016, and 2017 metrics, as well as 2014 and 

2015 metrics.  For 2013, limited Landsat 8 data were available, while 2016 and 2017 

had higher observation frequency than either 2014 or 2015 (Table 1).  The area of 

wheat derived from pixel counts for all years was compared to official data from the 

Punjab Crop Reporting Service to assess the consistency of the operational automated 

model with official data.  We also assessed the accuracy of the wheat maps produced 

from this model for each year in which we had obtained in situ reference sample data 

(2014, 2015, and 2016).  

1.14.5. Area estimation from reference data 

To estimate cultivated wheat area and to assess the accuracy of the 

classification results, we used field data collected during the year 2016. For field 

sampling, we adopted a combination of field visit and photo-interpretation as the 

response design to obtain the reference wheat / not wheat classification (Stehman and 

Czaplewski 1998). The sampling design was a stratified, two-stage cluster sample.  

Following the methods described in Khan et al. (2016) and Khan et al. (2018), Punjab 

was partitioned into 5 km x 5 km spatial blocks (i.e., the “clusters” of the cluster 

sampling design).  We assigned each block to one of three strata based on wheat area 

as indicated from the 2015 wheat map (map 4) from Khan et al. (2018). Three wheat 

strata were defined for the 2016 field sample: low (0–45%), medium (45–75%) and 
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high (>75%) wheat cover. For practical considerations related to travel costs, we 

constrained the sample to 45 sample blocks. The blocks within each stratum were 

selected by simple random sampling.  In each selected sample block, we randomly 

selected 20 sample pixels (30 m x 30 m) with a target to visit at least 10 pixels per 

block.  The 20 sample pixels within each block were listed in random order, and the 

field visits were conducted following that random order.  If a pixel could not be 

visited in the field, it would be replaced by the next pixel in the randomized list. For 

each sampled pixel, we quantified the per cent wheat area using field interpretation 

with additional information from Google Earth™ incorporated if non-cropland cover 

such as trees and built-up area was found within the sample pixel.  The percentage of 

wheat in each of the sampled pixels was recorded using 10% increments (i.e. 0%, 

10%, 20%, 30%, etc.). Wheat areas were estimated using 1) a stratified two-stage 

cluster sample direct expansion estimator (SAS, Version 9.3, Cary, North Carolina, 

USA), 2) a per stratum regression estimator, and 3) a regression estimator applied to 

sample data from a simple random sample i.e., no strata. If the simple random sample 

combined with a regression estimator achieves comparable precision  to estimates 

obtained from a stratified sampling design ,  the less complex simple random design 

would be preferable for operational implementation. All methods were evaluated for 

the 2016 growing season data as the basis of the wheat area estimates. 

1.15. Results 

1.15.1. Wheat area estimation 

Stratification for field data acquisition was based on the 2015 wheat map of 

Khan et al. (2018). Table 2 shows results of 2016 estimated wheat area from the 
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reference sample data using the direct expansion stratified estimator and a simple 

regression estimator. Per stratum wheat area estimates and standard errors for each 

scenario are shown in Table 4.2. Results show the largest contributor to the variance 

of the direct estimator to be from the low wheat stratum (76%), with marked 

improvement when applying the regression estimator with 2016 automated map and 

also 2015 map used in stratification. Of particular interest is the reduction in variance 

of stratum 1, 55% by 2015 map vs. 68% by 2016 automated map. However, 

automated map for 2016 has performed slightly better than the 2015 map with 24% 

variance of the total for stratum 2 against 34% by 2015 map, and 7% in stratum 3 

against 11% respectively.. 

Table 4.2: Per stratum wheat area estimates (Mha) and standard errors (SE)  

 
 
 
 

Stratum 

 
 
 
 

Nh 

 
Direct 

expansion 
estimator 

(SE) 

 
 

Per cent 
of total 

variance 

Regression 
estimator 

using 2016 
automated 

map 
(SE)   

 
 

Per cent 
of total 

variance 

Regression 
estimator 

using 2015 
map 
(SE) 

 
 

Per cent 
of total 

variance 

1 4142 1.553 
(0.551) 

  76 1.828  
(0.386) 

68 1.768 
(0.311) 

55 

2 2301 2.607 
(0.255) 

  16 2.635  
(0.227) 

24 2.648 
(0.243) 

34 

3 1643 2.604 
(0.171) 

    7 2.402  
(0.132) 

7 2.751 
(0.139) 

11 

Total 8086 6.764 
(0.629) 

 6.865  
(0.467) 

 7.167 
(0.418) 

 

 

Further tests employed the automated 2016 map in regression and post-

stratified estimator procedures (Table 3). The stratified sampling design with 15 

sample blocks per stratum was beneficial relative to simple random sampling (i.e., no 

strata) as the standard error for simple random sampling would have been 0.810 Mha 

compared to the standard error of 0.629 for the stratified estimator. For regression 
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estimator tests, we used the turn-key 2016 and 2015 wheat maps as the auxiliary 

variables. The lowest standard errors employ the regression estimator with 

comparable results for both stratified and simple random sampling (Table 4.3). 

Table 4.3: Standard Error comparison for different options of sampling strategies  

Sampling strategy SE of estimated total 

area of wheat (Mha) 

Stratified random, regression estimator (2015 map) 0.418 

Simple random, regression estimator (2015 map) 0.440 

Simple random, regression estimator (2016 automated) 0.440 

Stratified random, regression estimator (2016 automated) 0.467 

Stratified random, direct expansion estimator  0.629 

Simple random 0.810 

 

Punjab wheat areas from the automated model pixel counts were compared 

with official Crop Reporting Service of Punjab (CRS) and in-situ reference data in 

Table 4.4.  The wheat areas from 2015 and 2016 were nearly the same as CRS data, 

only 0.85% and 1.57% higher, respectively. 

Table 4.4: Mapped area comparison (pixel counts) with CRS estimates and sample-based estimate 

Year Map area (Mha) CRS area (Mha) Difference (Mha) 

2013 6.83 6.51 0.32 

2014 6.96 6.90 0.06 

2015 7.04 6.98 0.06 

2016 7.02 6.91 0.11 

2017 7.24 6.75 0.49 

1.15.2. Validation of wheat maps 

We related our field data for per sample pixel crop type from 2014 (Khan et 

al. 2016), 2015 (Khan et al. 2018) and 2016 to the respective annual turn-key wheat 

maps (Figure 4.2), calculating accuracy measures. Overall accuracies from automated 

mapping range from 79% with a standard error of SE=4% for 2014 to 86% (SE = 3%) 
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for 2015 (Table 5). Overall results represent map products that exhibit low bias, with 

wheat commission errors ranging from 15-25% and omission errors 20-30%.  The 

lack of strong bias supports the pixel counts as a relatively accurate indicator of wheat 

extent. In comparison to the overall accuracy of 76% (SE = 7%) for a 2014 map 

achieved with manual labelling of training pixels (Khan et al. 2016), the map for the 

same year generated with our automatic classification algorithm resulted in an overall 

accuracy of 79% (SE 4%). Similarly for 2015, the overall accuracy of 87% (SE = 4%) 

achieved with custom training data (map 4 in Khan et al. 2018) is similar to that 

generated with the automated method of 85% (SE = 2%).   

 

Figure 4.2: Turn-key wheat maps derived for 2013 - 2017 
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Table 4.5: Mapped area comparison with CRS estimates  

Accuracy 

(Standard 

Error) 

Wheat/not-

wheat land 

cover 

Map Map  

Turn-key 

map 2016 
2014 (Khan 

et al. 2016) 

Turn-

key map 

2014 

2015 (Khan 

et al. 2018: 

map 4) 

Turn-key 

map 2015 

User’acc. 

(SE) % 

Wheat 62 (8) 75 (6) 84 (5) 85 (4) 81 (3) 

Not-wheat 84 (7) 81 (5) 88 (6) 87 (3) 88 (2) 

Prod. Acc. 

(SE) % 

Wheat 70 (7) 70 (7) 77 (8) 74 (5) 80 (3) 

Not-wheat 78 (8) 84 (4) 92 (2) 93 (2) 88 (2) 

Overall acc. (SE) % 76 (7) 79 (4) 87 (4) 86 (3) 85 (2) 

 

1.16. Discussion 

1.16.1. Automated mapping and area estimation 

Our automated classification model addresses several important issues in wheat 

monitoring in Pakistan. First, accurate within season maps of winter wheat can be 

automated.  In comparison to the classification model calibrated using the manually 

collected training data Khan et al. (2016) and Khan et al. (2018), the automated 

method of classifying Landsat multi-temporal multi-spectral data resulted in 

comparable accuracy (Table 4.5). The automated model produces growing season 

wheat cultivation maps well before harvesting, with positive benefits for management 

and policy decision-making.  Second, these maps can be used as an auxiliary variable 

in regression estimators to provide precise area estimates, where the area estimates 

are based on field-visited determination of wheat presence at the sample location.  

Resulting wheat area estimates provide information suitable for decision-making. Of 

particular interest concerning ease of implementation is the comparable standard 

errors achieved using simple random sampling versus stratified random sampling of 

the 5 km x 5 km blocks.  From an operational standpoint, simple random sampling 

can be more easily implemented, including calculations and communication of the 

method. For simple random and stratified random sampling, the use of the regression 
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estimator decreased the standard error by 46% and 34%, respectively, compared to 

the direct expansion estimator with stratified sampling. The standard errors of the two 

regression estimator  were similar, with the stratified sampling design yielding 5% 

lower standard error compared to simple random sampling (0.418 to 0.440Ma). The 

improvement in standard error of stratified sampling of 5% may not be of sufficient 

magnitude to justify the additional complexity of this design relative to simple 

random sampling.  

 

The method could be extended to include crop yield, where in-situ yield data 

could be collected for the same sample sites as used to estimate crop area.  Given that 

probability sampling is implemented, both area and yield estimates and associated 

uncertainties can be combined to generate production data with known uncertainty.  

Auxiliary variables appropriate for use in regression estimator methods in estimating 

provincial-scale yield are an open question.  Research on wheat yield has met with 

success employing peak phenological greenness measures (Becker-Reshef, Vermote 

et al. 2010, Dempewolf, Adusei et al. 2014).  Such data can be easily extracted from 

the Landsat time-series data used in mapping wheat area.  Overall, methods for 

creating reliable production data with low latency are feasible and should be pursued 

in future research.  

1.16.2. Land use change in Punjab 

Our results show that Punjab exhibits a relatively stable winter wheat area 

year to year (Table 4). At the 5 km x 5 km scale of the sample blocks, pairwise 

correlations between  wheat area of any two maps exceeded 0.9, and the correlation 
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between mapped wheat area with wheat area estimated from the reference (field) 

exceeded 0.8.  These results suggest the prospect of using a fixed sampling frame 

over all years, under the assumption that the geographic patterns of wheat production 

will not change over time.  Such an assumption could become dubious if 

environmental circumstances change due to climate change or more immediate land 

use changes. Recently, Pakistan has been declared a water scarce country, with a 

change in water availability of about 80%, from 5280 m3 per capita in 1950 to 1040 

m3 per capita in 2010 (Daanish, Majed, and Natalie 2013). Population growth 

primarily accounts for this change, which translates to drawing water for other than 

agricultural use. Municipal water use increased by 81% from 1.534 km3/year in 1951 

to 183.5 km3/year in 2008 (UNDP 2016). The surface water available in rabi season 

of 2017-18 was 24.2 million acre feet (MAF), 2.8% below 24.9 MAF in Rabi season 

of 2008-09 (Ministry of Finance 2018). The rising trends in population growth 

coupled with geo-political water conflicts affecting water flows in the major rivers 

and climate change will have drastic consequences for wheat production and crop 

composition in Punjab. Winter rainfall from January to March is crucial for wheat 

production, particularly the dry land farming areas. Winter rainfall (Jan – Mar) 

recorded in 2017 was 32.3 millimetre (mm) in comparison to the long-term average 

of 74.3 mm. Wheat area in 2017-18 was 8.734 Mha, 5% below in comparison to 

9.199 Mha in 2013-14, and 3.4% below to that of 2009-10 (Ministry of Finance 

2018). The area under canal irrigation in Pakistan shrunk from 7.89 Mha (1990 – 91) 

to 6.86 Mha in 2009-10. Land area irrigated by other sources such as wells, tube 
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wells, canal tube wells and other increased from 8.86 Mha of 1990-91 to 12.56 Mha 

in 2009-10 (Jurriens et al. 1996, Takashi 2003, GoPakistan 2014). 

Natural population increase, migration from rural to urban areas, the absence 

of a national land use zoning policy and other factors have led to the largely 

unorganized expansion of major Punjab cities, including Lahore (7.3 million), 

Faisalabad (3.1 million) and Islamabad-Rawalpindi (3.8 million) (Qadeer 2014). 

These cities are expected to grow between 45 and 56 per cent by 2025 (United 

Nations 2018).  Lahore’s growth has roughly doubled since 2000; over the same 

period, Pakistan as a whole and the province of Punjab both have increased in 

population by 30-45% (Kalim and Bhatty 2004, Shirazi and Kazmi 2014)  (Kalim and 

Bhatty, 2004). Urban hierarchies have also emerged, with thirteen other cities in 

Punjab now defined as large cities with populations of more than 200,000 inhabitants 

(Mayo 2012, Aziz et al. 2014). Overall, urbanization rates in Punjab have increased 

from 17% in 1951 to 36% at present, the highest in South Asia (Kugelman 2013, 

2014), with expected rates of 50% by 2025 (Kugelman 2014).  The population 

density for Punjab is nearly 500 persons/km2 and is expected to reach 1000 

persons/km2 by 2050.  The reduction of the arable land base of Punjab is largely due 

to these urbanization dynamics (Irshad et al. 2007) and could result dramatic changes 

in the geographic location and overall extent of wheat cultivation in Punjab, 

especially given that most land available for expansion is of high agricultural 

productivity. All such factors will contribute to land cover changes, likely affecting 

the smallholder heterogeneous agriculture of Punjab.  
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1.17. Conclusion 

Automated wheat area mapping offers promise for efficient within season 

crop area estimation. The automated model was found to have comparable accuracy 

to wheat maps produced by manually determined training data, so the capacity of the 

automated maps to reduce standard errors of wheat area estimates was comparable to 

that of maps produced by the traditional approach. The low latency monitoring of 

wheat area employing a fast and scalable turn-key model using free-of-charge 

medium resolution satellite data will provide data required to make timely assessment 

of cropping patterns. The model, if adopted by institutions such as CRS Punjab, the 

agency responsible for generating crop statistics, can save human effort and financial 

resources while producing actionable within-season information. This will ultimately 

contribute to making timely policy decisions addressing post-harvest shortage or 

surplus of grain.  The model will also help in timely decisions on storage, 

transportation, and import/export, benefitting government organizations and farmers.  
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Chapter 5: Conclusion 

1.18. Application of medium resolution data in heterogeneous 

agricultural systems 

In the research we demonstrated that medium resolution Landsat 30 m data 

has sufficient spatial and within growing season temporal coverage to successfully 

map Rabi (winter) season wheat under a heterogeneous small holder agriculture 

system. Using single date imagery of available free medium resolution Landsat data 

could result in data gaps, thus affecting map accuracy and wheat area estimation. To 

avoid data gaps, multi-temporal multi-spectral metrics were generated using all 

available per-pixel Landsat cloud free observations during winter wheat (or rabi) 

growing season. The use of all available Landsat data to create a feature space 

appropriate for mapping large area crop type was demonstrated, building upon 

previous forest extent and change mapping efforts (Potapov et al. 2012, Hansen et al. 

2013). For countries without robust geospatial survey data or those seeking more 

timely data on crop extent, national-scale mapping using Landsat data is a viable 

option.  

1.19. Sample-based unbiased reference wheat area estimate  

A two stage stratified random sample was applied for an independent wheat 

area estimate. The blocks’ population was stratified using antecedent wheat maps 

from previous years and each of the blocks in the population was assigned to one of 

the three strata, using per-block wheat proportion. To allocate samples to a strata, we 

used antecedent wheat maps, MODIS based wheat per cent layer for 2013-14 from 

Dempewolf et al. (2014), and Landsat based wheat map for 2014-15 from Khan et al. 

(2016) and wheat map for 2015-16 from Khan et al. (2018). Although this sample 

was small in relation to the large area of the province, yet generated a small standard 
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error. This supports high accuracy of the model we have used and its applicability in 

addressing policy-level decisions in addition to concluding that Landsat data has 

sufficient spatial and temporal coverage for producing a reliable in-season wheat area 

estimate. The independent wheat area estimate from the field sample depends on 

capacity of a field investigator in correctly identifying the sample pixel and recording 

wheat proportion in that. This capability enhances the accuracy of the wheat area 

estimate with reliable error estimates. Integration of per sample mapped data from our 

wheat maps with the in-situ sample data, reduced the standard error significantly in 

comparison to direct estimation of wheat area from the field samples. This 

demonstrated that medium resolution based maps are effective in generating unbiased 

wheat area estimates using stratified random sampling.  Our sampling design in 

comparison to the conventional sampling “area list frame” is simple, efficient and 

cost-effective to implement. Wheat maps derived from Landsat data for the 2014–

2015 Rabi growing season in the Punjab province of Pakistan correspond closely to 

official statistics and field data. The high accuracies of the wheat maps reflect the 

spatial distribution of wheat and provide potential benefits for reducing standard error 

of area estimate when the wheat maps are integrated with stratified sampling of field 

data. 

1.20. Operational automated wheat area estimation model 

The wheat area estimates, we produced with visual interpretation and manual 

labelling on Landsat composites of spectral multi-temporal Landsat metrics and 

automatically derived training to calibrate our classification model were closely 

related to our independent in-situ wheat area estimates and to the official statistics 

issued for the respective years and seasons by the CRS Punjab. The automatic model 

calibration resulted in smaller standard error in comparison to visually interpreted 

training data. This further strengthens our confidence in operational use of our model 
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for small field heterogeneous cropping systems. Our operational wheat area 

estimation model predicted wheat with standard error of around five per cent, which 

indicates to reliability and robustness of the model. The model provided reliable 

wheat area estimates with potential of becoming basis for within growing season 

policy level decisions in comparison to post harvest information generated by the 

conventional area estimation method. The model has the potential to be: 

 Adopted to other crop types such as rice in Pakistan, for which within season 

multi-spectral multi-temporal metrics can be created based on per pixel 

observations.  

 Adopted for other regions particularly under dry weather conditions; 

1.21. Sources of errors 

In province level large area mapping, various sources of commission and 

omission errors resulted in user and producer in-accuracies. In addition to spectral 

variations due to climate regimes, soil conditions and crop varieties, multi-cropping 

and irrigation sources also provided inputs for errors in our classification. Though, the 

standard error was small, yet generated by wheat crop mixed with mango and 

tangerine orchards, and small fields of clover and garlic that could not be segregated 

from wheat in a 30 m x 30 m pixel spatial resolution coverage. Wheat growth in dry 

lands is dependent on rainfall and soil moisture. In dry and drought conditions, failure 

of wheat results in sparse vegetation cover and almost near bare ground cover. 

Remote sensing data capture this sparse crop condition as bare ground in general than 

a crop and therefore result in error production. A threshold for ground covered by 

wheat of a certain canopy density could be applied as low cover wheat appearing as 

bare ground is likely not a significant contributor to overall production.  For planted 

area estimates, such a rule would introduce omission errors, but not likely 

deleteriously affect wheat production estimation. 
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1.22. Use of High-resolution data vs. medium resolution data  

In heterogeneous cropping smallholder agriculture, use of high-resolution data 

can enhance crop identification and result in higher map accuracies. Our research 

demonstrates that despite tenured average field size in Punjab of 5 ha, the effective 

field size is larger than 42 ha, as calculated from our continuous wheat cover map. 

This effective wheat field size is spatially large enough to be captured and 

represented spectrally in 30 m spatial resolution data. In our comparison of wheat 

maps produced with training derived from RapidEye high-resolution data and with 

conventionally drawn pure wheat and not-wheat pixels, resolved to almost the same 

accuracy and standard errors. From this, we concluded that for characterizing a crop 

in small field sizes and fine-scale land tenure landscapes, an evaluation of freely 

available medium spatial resolution data should be made before presuming that 

commercial high-resolution data are required. Calibration of mapping algorithms 

(training data) can likely be delineated directly without the need for high-resolution 

reference imagery. Therefore, visual interpretation of medium resolution imagery by 

a skilled image analyst with experience in identifying spectral responses of wheat 

against other land covers, can produce high quality wheat maps, which can be used as 

auxiliary variable with field data to reduce standard error and improve accuracy.  

Availability of 10 m and 20 m Sentinel 2 imagery has improved temporal resolution 

and aid in crop identification and enhance training capability. Integration of sentinel2 

data with Landsat data will have significant advantages, particularly in crop 

identification and training for model calibration. However, results from our research 

indicate that using higher resolution data has no significant impact in winter wheat 

area estimation and reducing standard error. 
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1.23. Potential for operational use in decision support system 

The method presented here has advantages over the currently used “Village 

List Frame” method of the CRS Punjab, particularly in the possibility of delivering 

actionable cultivated area data at or near the end of the growing season. Because the 

method uses freely available data and can be applied before wheat crop harvest, it 

potentially has high value for decision support system concerning wheat production 

and trade. Specifically, wheat crop management, storage and transportation 

arrangements, decisions on exports and imports of wheat grain and food security can 

be facilitated using the results from the demonstrated method if implemented at or 

near the end of the Rabi season.  

Other landscapes where a single crop dominates, such as soybean in northeast 

China, or paddy rice in parts of Southeast Asia, may be similarly characterized. The 

value of our approach is in the comparatively low level of resources needed to 

implement the method and the ability to derive pre-harvest crop area estimates. For 

Pakistan, such results are important for improving wheat crop management, storage 

and transportation, as well as decisions on exports and imports of wheat grain in 

addressing food security issues. In contrast and against general perception, using 

high-resolution RapidEye data didn’t result in a higher accuracy and therefore has no 

significant value addition and significance.  

The model, if adopted by institutions such as CRS Punjab responsible for 

generating crop statistics, can save on time, human effort, and financial resources 

with reliable estimates of wheat area available before harvest, thus strengthens 

decision support system. This will ultimately contribute to making timely policy 

decisions addressing post-harvest shortage or surplus of grain. The model will also 

help in timely decisions on storage, transportation, and import/export. This can 

benefit government organizations and farmers equally. This research also found that 

simple random with regression estimator has equivalent results to stratified random 
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with regression estimator. The simple random with regression estimator is therefore 

recommended as it has advantages over the stratified random by significantly 

reducing field effort, saving time in collection of data, and enabling in-season wheat 

area estimates for policy level decision making ahead of harvesting. Need for timely 

information on crop statistics likely will increase over time, particularly in countries 

with severe climate change impacts such as Pakistan (Atzberger 2013). The 

operational models with relatively easy method, less time to implement and low 

resource inputs requirement will have precedence and therefore our model of crop 

area estimation will be suitable for countries like Pakistan. Our method applied to 

wheat area estimation in Punjab depends on availability of cloud free per pixel 

observations within growing season. The method will perform in countries where dry 

conditions persist during wheat growing season, while its application in cloudy 

regions of the globe, such as tropics, will be limited.  

1.24. Way forward 

We believe that this method can be easily translated for production estimation 

of wheat and other crops. The additional data requirements will be crop cuts from the 

sampled pixels. A rule based crop cuts in conjunction with proportional wheat area 

estimate per sampled pixel, can be used to estimate yield and when combined with 

area, overall production. We recommend this task for further research to enhance 

utility of our automatic crop model, and to benefit policy making and improving food 

security of millions of people in Pakistan.  
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